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CHAPTER I 
· INTRODUCTION 
Since the time of the first incorporation of a city in 
the United States, a fragmentation and overlapping of juris-
dictions on the part of local governments has taken place. 
This is due in part to the cultural heritage from European 
ancestors who came to America seeking looser government con-
trols, and in part to an aversion on the part of Americans to 
centralized government - which slowed the development of a 
strong, resourceful state or federal level of , gcve~·r:.ment • .L 
Gradually, a patchwork of governments - state, county, 
municipal.;, and special districts - has covered the country. 
Many of these municipalities do not have home rule - the power 
to create and enforce their own ordinances and regulations. 
This lack of home rule has limited the control granted to the 
municipalities over potential areas of expansion. Moreover, 
the states have retained all regulatory powers z1ot expressly 
given to the federal government under the Constitution, so 
that in many instances the states have chosen to act as a 
lsee Leonard E. Goodall, The American Metronolis 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Mer•ril Co., 1968),pp-: 97=-112; 
Daniel R. Grant, The States and the Urban Crisis (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. ..T. : Pr·entice-Ha1·1 ··~--f9b'°'SfT; a-n.dPortland Metropo lj .. ·-
tan Study Commissi.on, Interim Report: 1966 (Portland., Oregon: 
Po1 .. tJ.a.nd Metropolitan ~Stud~~C-ommj_ssion, 1966). 
2 
second city council to the municipalities. 
However", counterexamples to th1s trend of duplication, 
fragmentation and overlapping of jurisdictions have existed 
in America since almost a century prior to its declaration of 
independence from England.· In 1695, the English governor of 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony ordered the town of Nantucket 
and the County of Nantucket to consolidate to form a regional 
government, under what is now called city-county consolida-
tion. Over the next few centuries, some state legislators, 
coming to the view that regional control around an urbanizing 
area by that area's local government would be essential, 
pushed for legislation creating both complete and partial 
city-county consolidations. 
New Orleans and Orleans Parish (1805), Philadelphia and 
Philadelphia County (1854), the five contiguous boroughs of 
New York City (1898), Denver and Denver County (1901), and 
Honolulu and Honolulu County (1907) are all examples of com-
plete city-county consolidations existing by virtue of state 
legislation. Also in this time period, Boston and Suffolk 
County were partially consolidated in 1821, 2 as was San Fran-
cisco and San Francisco County in 1854.3 
After 1907, there was a forty-two year lapse in success-
2Massachusetts Legislative Research Council, Report 
Relative to Regional Government (Boston: Wright and Potter 
Printing Co., 1910T; pp. 4 3-64. 
3City and County of San Francisco, The Consolidat€d 
City and County of .San:. Fr2.ncisco (San Francisco: City and 
County of San Francisco, 1966). 
3 
fully completed consolidatlons .· Municipal r.eformers succeeded 
in sponsoring not onl.y the manager and commission forms of 
. government structure, but home rule for cit1es as well. 4 This 
newly-won power over their own destinies strengthened citi-
zens' resistance to surrendering this power to a regional 
government. Between 1908 and 1950, more than ten consolida-
tion attempts were defeated at the polls.5 
In 1949, voters in Philadelphia reaffirmed their faith 
in the consolidated approach to regional government by voting 
to restore the powers that had been eroded away over 95 years 
by the state and the courts to their consolidated government. 
In that same year, the first consolidation by referendum took 
place in Baton Rouge and Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. 
Since 1949, ten more consolidations have taken place, 
nL1e of them by referenda. Hampton and Elizabeth City County, 
Virginia (1952), Newport News and Warwick Cot~.nty, Virgin1a 
(1958), Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee (1962), Vir-
ginia Beach and Princess Ann County, Virginia (1963), South 
Norfolk and Norfolk County, Virginia (1963), Jacksonville and 
Duval County, Florida <1968)> Carson City and Ormsby County, 
Nevada (1968), Juneau and Greater Juneau Borough, Alaska 
(1970), and Columbus and Muscogee County, Georgia (1971) have 
all been consolidated by referenda. In 1970, Indianapolis 
4Massachusetts Legislative Research Council, Regional 
Government, pp. 108-114. . 
5s. J. Makielski., Jr., "City-County Consolidation in 
the U. S~," yniversity of Virgj_nia News Le~.::-er (Charlottes-
ville; University of Virginia, 1969), p. 3. 
,, 
..,. 
and Marion County, Indiana were consolidated by the Indiana 
State Legislature, to be.come the only· modern legislati ve-im-
posed consolidation of the last half-century. At the same 
time, 1950 through 1971, more than fifteen cities and their 
continuous counties rejected consolidation as a solution to 
their regional problems.6 
Considering the full spectrum of alternatives available 
to local governments for solving regional problems - from 
annexation, informal agreements, special and metropolitan 
service districts through consolidation, merger, and federa-
tion (see Appendix I) - several questions arise that are 
worthy of investigation. Of these many forms of regional 
government available to urban governments, why do some choose -
and some reject - city-county consolidation? Are there any 
readily distinguishable factors corrLllon to those successful 
consolidations that separate them from other urban areas and 
governments? Is the consolidated government successful 
enough in coping with metropolitan problems to attract the 
interest of other metropolitan areas facing the same problems? 
Are the govern~ent officials involved satisfied with consoli-
dation as a tool for solution of their problems? 
To answer these questions, a set o~ definitions and as-
sumptions m11s t first be agreed upon. A search of the li tera-
ture is in order, to formulate hypotheses on the basis of 
61· . d 3 Dl t. , . p. . 
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previous research. A test instrument must be designed, and 
data gathered and analyzed to verify or disprove the formula-
ted hypotheses. If the data indicate~ significant differen-
ces. among the variables, then a mathematical model can be 
~onstructed to (1) account. for the empirical data and (2) 
offer predictive statements as. to the probability of a suc-
cessful referendum in a proposed city-county consolidation 
measure. 
The purpose of this study is thus two-fold. The first 
i~ to determine whether or not cities which consolidate with 
their overlapping counties are in some sense different from 
cities which have sought alternative forms of reorganization. 
The second is to see how well consolidated city-counties have 
handled fiscal, social, and planning functions in comparison 
with cities which have not consolid~ted with their contiguous 
counties. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
I. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Several sources provide the definitions and assumptions 
behind this research, but the Bureau of the Census provides 
the bulk. For this research, "city" j_s taken to mean aa poli-· 
tical subdivision of a State within a defined area over which 
a municipal corporation has been established to provide gener-
al local government for a specific population concentrat).onq u7 
A county is nthe primary division of a State, used for state 
administratlve purposes."8 In Alaska, counties are called 
bo1·oughs, and in Louisiana they are called parishes. 
An urbanized area is defined to be: 
The central city or citles plus: 
lo Incorporated places with 2500 inhabitants or 
more; 
2. Incorporated places with less than 2500 inhabi-
tants, ·provided each has a closely settled 
area of 100 housing units or more; 
3. Towns in New England States, townships in New 
Jersey and Pennsylvanie, and counties elsewhere 
which are classified as urban; 
4. Enumeration districts in unincorporated terri-
tory with a population· density of 1000 inhabi-
tants or more per square mile; 
5. Other enumeration districts in unincorporated 
territory with lower population density provi-
7Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book 1967 -
A Stat ls ti cal Abs tract Supp J.emer1tl\vast7ingtcfr1-, ·b. c. :-u-. -3-:-
Government Printing Office, 1967), p. xv. 
B~bid., p. xiii. 
? 
ded that they serve one of the following purpo-
ses: 
a. To eliminate enclaves; 
b. To close indentations in the urbanized 
areas of one mile or less across the open 
end; and 
c. To link outlying enumeration districts of 
qualifying density that were no more than 
one and one-half miles from the main body 
of the urbanized area.9 
A standard metropolitan statistical· area (SMSA), which 
is a statistical method used to examine the area around a 
central city, can be taken to be the contiguous counties 
(crossing state lines, if need be) circumscribing an urban 
area whose central city or cities has a population of 50,000 
or more inhabitants, the labor force of which must consist of 
75% or more non-agricultural workers. In addition, a county 
is included in the SMSA if there exists an integration of the 
work force within the economy of the central urbanized area. 
Reorganization is the changing of the elements of an in-
terdependent whole, in this case of a single or set of munici-
pal corporations. A two-level approach can be taken to rear-
ganization: (1) A change in structure (for example, a mayo~-
council to a city manager or commission); and (2) a change in 
scope from a local to a regional approach, which may or may 
no't also i.nclude a change in structure. 
More specifically, this study is concerned with city-
county consolidation as a regional approach to reorganization 
9rb·a · 
--2:_·, p. XVl. 
8 
of local_ government. City~county consolidation involves the 
dissolution of a city and a county, in terms of their govern-
ing bodies, to form a new municipal corporation whose boundar-
ies encompass the old county's borders. A total city-county 
consolidation will (1) have one and only one governing body 
remaining after the consolidation; and (2) will have county-
type jurisdiction over any municipalities which choose to re-
main out of the new consolidated unit. Functional consolida-
tion involves the consolidation of various departments in the 
city and county (such as police, health, water, etc.). Partial 
consolidations take place when only part of the county's ter-
ritory is consolidated with the city, or when several depart-
ments remain under a separate government residual frorn the 
consolidation (such as the Mayor's Office and the County Com-
miestoners of the City and County of San Francisco). Appendix 
I provides a glossary of reorganization terms which shows the 
spectrum of approaches local governments have available to 
them with respect to regional problems, and distinguishes 
between them. 
Once a regional government is established, the test of 
time determines whether or not it retains vitality as a muni-
cipal corporation. Municipal vitality is defined to be: 
.... the administrat.ive and financial capacity of each 
local governmental unit to carry out with reasonable 
efficiency and at reasonable costs, in a manner consis-
tent with performance standards prescribed by law, the 
duties and activities entrusted to it by the state 
9 
constitution., state laws and its own local charter.IO 
The following assumptions are presented as the basis for 
the subject selection for this study and for the determination 
of the hypotheses that follow: (1) It is possible to deter-
mine the need (or lack of need) for regional government as a 
solution to area-wide problems;ll (2) City-county consolida-
tion as a method of approach to regional government is of 
great enough significance to warrant an in-depth study; 12 
( 3) The data desired an.e obtainable, and the instruments de-
lOMassachusetts Legislative Research Council, Renart 
---*---Relat:_i ve to Volunt_ary Municipal Merger Procedures (Boston: 
Wright and Potter Printing Co., 1970), p. 51. 
llThe following criteria have been established f,')r just 
this purpose. These criteria include: (1) the government 
jurisdiction responsible for providing any service should be 
large enough for the benefits from that service to be re-
ceived primarily by its own population; (2) the unit of 
government should be large enough to realize economies of 
sen.le; ( 3) the unit of' government carrying on a function 
should have a geographic area of jurisdiction adequate for 
effective performance, as illustrated by the desirability of 
a sewage disposal system's conformance to a natural drainage 
basin; (4) the unit of government should have the legal and 
administrative ability to perform the services assigned to 
it; (5) every unit of government should be responsible for 
a sufficient number of functions so that its governing pro-
cesses involve a resolution of conflicting interests and a 
balancing of governmental needs and resources; (6) the per-
formance of public functions should remain subject to public 
control ... ; and (7) functions should be assigned to a level 
of government that provides opportunities for active citizen 
partici.pation, and still permits adequate performance. See 
Massachusetts Legislative Research Council, Regional Govern-
men~, p. 42 and ACIR, Metropolitan America: Challenge to 
Federalism (Washington, D. C~: U.S. Government Printing 
Officei 1966), pp. 30-32. 
2Qf this there can really be no doubt. Nearly 1 of 
every 8 Americans (12.75%) is directly or indirectly influ-
enced by a city-county consolidated government; he is either 
governed by one or is in the urbanized area of such a govern-
ment .. See "10 'Super Cities' - Home for 1 of Every 4 Ameri-
cans," U. S. News and World Reoort, August 2, 1971, o. 79. 
-- -- -- ----·- ~ 
10 
signed to collect such data do in fact collect the data in 
question; and (4) Given the same instrlJ.ments and the same 
samples, any independent researcher could obtain the same 
data. 
II. THE LITERATURE 
The majority of the publications dealing with city-
county consolidation consists of charter commission findings, 
pro- and anti-consolidation literature for specific consolida-
tion attempts, and newspaper accounts following the progress 
of the consolidation movement. 
There is, however, some scholarly literature in exis-
tence. The Committee for Economic Developmentl3 and the Ad-
visory Commission on Intergovernmental Relationsl4 have both 
published results of proceedings of their organizations deal-
ing with the general problems of metropolitan reorganization. 
The Advisory Commission has isolated several factors relating 
to the success or failure of reorganization efforts in gener-
1 ~ al . .,.; Listed as favorable factors are: cooperation on the 
13committee for Economic Development, Reshaping Govern-
ment i.n Metropolitan Areas (New York: Committee for Economic-
Develonmenf~ 1970.J ~---
14Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
Urban America and the Federal Sy.stem (Washington, D~ C.: 
U. S~ Government Printing Office, 1969) and Factors Affect-
ing_ Votc:r Reactions to Governmental !teorg<.?-nization in-~o­
£Olitag !~eas (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office 19c2J. 
i-511.avisory Comm:lssion on Intergovernmental Relations, 
Factors Aff~_£,ting Voter Be~cii·ons, pp. 16-23. 
11 
part of state governments; use of local knowledgable indivi-
duals for staff and support; use of extensive public hearings; 
and recognition of problems and needs of specific areas and 
groups. Listed as unfavorable factors are: the absence of a 
critic al si.tu·a'tion to be ,te·medied (emphasis added, A. W.); 
opposition by leading political figures; lack of vigor in 
pressing the reorganization campaign to its conclusion; and 
failure to allay fears of a dramatic tax increase. 
The only general survey of consolidated units in the 
United States was published in 1941 by John Rush,16 one of 
the coauthors of the Denver consolidation bill. Rush chroni-
cles the partial, functional, and complete consolidations 
prior to 1941 - which does not include, incidentally, any 
consolidations accomplished by referenda. 
Hawkinsl7 has chronicled the history of the N6shville 
case, dwelling in particular upon the taxing and annexation 
policies of the city government as the key to consolidation. 
Martin's study of Jacksonvillel8 goes into great detail 
about the complexity of the structure of Jacksonville's 
government (both a city council and a city commission), 
the disaccreditation of the school system, and the Grand Jury 
----------
16John A. Rush, The City-County Consolidated (Los 
Angeles: By the Autho11~91r11·. 
17Brett Hawkins, Nashville Metro: The Politics of City- ~ 
Cot~t;z_ gonsolidatio'n (Nashv,ifie: Vanderbilt Uni vers:rty ~ 1966). 
1 )Richard Martin, Consolidation: Jacksbnville-Duval 
County; The Dynamics of Urban Political-Reform (Jack~onville: 
Convention-Press~--r9"6"8). ---···-- ------
12 
indictments of public officials which finally led to a sue-
cessful· vote for consolidation. 
Schmandt, Wendell and Steinbickerl9 examine the failure 
of St. Louis to consolidate with its overlapping county, and 
conclude that the legal, traditional, and political separation 
between city and county, weak enabling legislation, and the 
lack of a critical situation were the ~ey factors involved. 
McDill and Ridley20 conclude that Nashville's first failure 
was due to voter alienation among lower status citizens, 
while Lawrence and Turnbu1121 examine the political motiva-
tions of Mayor Lugar's successful bid to consolidate Indiana-
polis and Marion County. Scott, on the other hand, construe-
ted a continuum of the ''radicalness of metropolitan govern-
mental change'' which shows that total consolidation is too 
radical, too far beyond the "threshhold of voter acceptabil-
ity" to be generally accepted by the voters.22 
State agencies have issued position papers on local and 
metropolitan problems and solutions. Colorado,23 North 
19N. J. Schmandt, P. ~. Steinbicker, and G. D. Wendell, 
Metrooolitan Reform in St. Louis: A. Case Study (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart, and Winston, 1961). 
20E. L. McDill and J. C. Ridley, "Status, Anomia, 
Political Alienation, and Political Participation." American 
Jou~· of Sociology. September, 1962, pp. 205-213. 
clD. M. Lawrence and H. R. Turnbull, 0 Unigov: City-
County Conso1idation in Indlanapolis,n Popular Government 
(Novemb~r 1969), pp. 18-26. . 
22Thomas M. Scott, "Metropolitan Governmental Reorgani-
zation Proposals," The Western Political Quarterly, XXI, (June 1968), pp. 252-261. ·-----
23nivision of Loe.al Government, Problems of Local 
Government, (Denver: State of Color-ado -;--19o1f): ·-- ·-·---
13 
Dakota,24 and Massachusetts25 are among those states issuing 
such p.s.pers. The Massachusetts Legislative Research Council 
reviews some of the successful conso1idation attempts, and 
then proceeds to point out the obstacles which make reorgani-
zation on a regional level difficult or almost impossible in 
Massachusetts (in spite of the Nantucket and Boston-Suffolk 
County examples): the provincialism of its citizens; fears 
of higher taxation and changes from the status quo; miscon.-
ceptions about the nature and scope of regional governments; 
and the death-grip that the citizenry maintains on the con-
cept of "home rule".26 
Other organizations which have endeavored to examine 
city-county consolidation include the Department of Agricul-
ture, 27 the League of Women Voters,28 and various local 
metropolitan study commissicins. In its last annual report, 
the Portland Metropolitar1 Study Commission reviews its eight-
year history, accomplishments, and recommends that machinery 
be created to permit a vote on city-county consolidation, 
241egislative Council of North Dakota, State, Federal, 
and Local Government (Bismark, N. D.: State of North Dakota, 
19701. 
25Massachusetts Legislative Research Council, Report 
Relativ~ to Regional Government (Boston: Wright and Potter 
Printing Co., 1970). 
2 Ibid., pp. 111-113. 
27Economic Research Service, Department of Agriculture, 
Imoact of Ci t:v County Consolidation on the Rural-Urban· Fr.lnge: 
Nashvi.lle-Davidson County_, J1e·n·nessee (Washington, D. C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971). 
28League of Women Voters, Ci ty-Count;z_ .Q_onsolida.t.ion 
(Portland, Oregon: League of Women Voters, 1970). 
14 
that county and metropolitan service districts be strengthened 
and broadened in scope,29 that the local Boundary Commission 
be given more power,30 and that a local governmental commis-
sion be established to act as watchdog over local intergovern-
mental relations.31 
A search of the literature, while dwelling in large part 
on the aspect of reasons for consolidation failure, does not 
explore favorable variables for consolidation referenda sue-
cesses, nor does it attempt to question how well consolidated 
cities have handled functions entrusted to them. The task at-
tempted here is to fill these gaps in the literature. 
III. THE HYPOTHESES 
Based on the preceding definitions and possible varia-
bles indicated by the literature, a formulation of typotheses 
is now in order. In considering thes8 hypotheses, it must be 
remembered that city-county consolidation is an approach to 
the scope of urban government, not necessarily an attempt to 
alter the structure of such governments (with the exception of 
the merger process itself). 
29Portland Metropolitan Study Commission, Annual Report: 
1971 (Portland, Oregon: Portland Metropolitan Study Commis-
sion, 1971), p. 4. 
30Ibi.d., p. 5 • 
.... 1---j Ibid., p. 6. 
15 
HYPOTHESIS 1: There are significant differences of 
certain varj_ables, to be empirically determined, between city-
county consolidated governments and other metropolitan govern-
ments which have sought alternative solutions to metropolitan 
problems. 
If such variables can be shown to exist, then a mathe-
matical theory can be developed to interrelate these varia-
bles to one another. 
HYPOJ1HESIS 2: The vitality (i.e., flexibility, ability 
to develop, and responsiveness) of a municipal corporation is 
maintained under city-county consolidation.32 
As a parallel line of investigation to the objective 
~easurement of vitality, a subjective measurement of the 
opinions of the involved public officials can be of value. 
Indeed, if those directly involved in reorganization are not 
satisfied with the results of their reorganization efforts, 
this should serve as data for future reorganization attempts. 
32The test of this hypothesis involves the use of ob-
jective criteria developed by the Massachusetts Legislative 
Research Council in Voluntary Municipal Merger Procedures, 
p. 52. Such criteria involve measuring (a) the kinds of 
government functions which the municipality must perform; 
(b) the size, density, distribution, and characteristics of 
the population of the community, and its contrast with the 
optimum population for the efficient and economical admini-
stration of such functions; (c) the extent to which the area 
of the municipal corporation embraces or may be expanded to 
include ... ; (d) the responsiveness of the municipal govern-
ment, organically and politically, to the challenges of ur-
banization and to public demands for more and better services; 
and (e) the fiscal capacity of the municipality in terms of 
the property and economic activity it may tax locally, its 
borrowing power, and the financial support extended by the 
state in municipal programs mandated by it~ 
16 
HYPOTHESIS 3 :· In the views of the ·involved pub lie offi-
cials, certain social control, fiscal, and planning functions 
are more easily performed under city-county consolidated 
governments than under metropolitan governments which have 
sought alternative solutions to metropolitan problems. Con-
sequently, public officials of consolidated governments 
possess a more positive pe~ception of their ability to deal 
with metropolitan problems than do public officials of metro-
politan governments which have sought alternative solutions 
to metropolitan problems. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
As a search of the literature revealed, information con-
cerning the existence of consolidated governments is both 
scanty and in many cases inaccurate and out of date. After 
determining the approximate spatial distribution of the con-
solidated governments, it was determined that the study 
would have to be made on a national basis. Due to the nature 
of the study and the cost/benefit ratio of the various methods 
available (personal, telephone, and mail interview), the test 
instru~ent settled upon was the mail-back questionnaire.33 
The test instruments ·were designed and screened for 
bias. 3 1~ The primary phase of the study involved sampling all 
33F. F. Stephan and P. J. McCarthy, SampTing Opinions 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1958). -
3 1~J. A. Clausen and R. N. Ford, "Controlling Bias in 
Mail Questionnaires.," Journal of American Statistical Associ-
ation. #42, (1947)~ pp:-rl97-5II. ---
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flfty states as to ( 1) preserice .of ci ty.-county. consolidated 
units; (2) availability. of legislation permitting consolida-
tion; (3) awareness of any planned city-county consolida.-
tions; and (4) official sanction of the technique of city-
county consolidation as a method of approaching metropolitan 
problems. Questionnaires were mailed first to the state-
~~ level department of local governments,J' and as a followup to 
those not responding a questionnaire was sent to the Office 
of the Governor of the state concerned. In this manner, a 
100% response was obtained. 
At this point, sets of total, partial, and functional 
consolidations between cities and counties were isolated. 
The secondary phase of the study j_nvoJ.ved sending questj_.on-
naires to these consolidated units. This portion of the study 
attempted to determine (1) reasons for consolidating; (2) 
legal status of the unit; (3) occurrence of social problems; 
(4) occurrence of fiscal changes; (5) effectiveness of the 
planning function under consolidation; and (6) perception of 
overall effectiveness of consolidation through recommenda-
tions to other governments considering it. These question-
naires were sent to the appropria~e chief executive's office -
either the mayor or the city manager. Repeated mailings to 
these offices brought about ~ 100% response. 
As part of the secondary phase, a control group was 
35HUD. State Urban Infot•rriation and Technical Ass·istance 
Services - The -Firs·t SixMODthS(washington,15":" c.: HUD 
Clearinghouse Se:rvice-,-1969). 
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selected so as to approxtmate . .the· national dlstribution and 
median population of the~ consolidated._ (experhnental) sample. 
Within these limitations.,.· the control group was selected ran-
domly. Nonrespondents were dropped· from·the sample, and 
others were chosen randomly to complete a control group of 
the same size as the experimental group~ The sawe questions 
were asked. 
A final p~ase was performed to determine what had de-
feated some consolidation measures in some cities. A ques-
tionnaire was mailed to those cities which had failed under 
referenda to consolidate since 1950. 
Figure 1 diagramatically outlines the research design. 
The test instruments are reproduced in Appendix II. 
Upon receipt of the returned questionnaires., the re-
sponses were scored. The questionnaire scores and statistical 
data were then subjected to statistical analysis, and the sig-
nificant factors isolated. 
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Figure 1. Research design. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE RESUL'I1S 
I. A QUALITATIVE LOOK 
In order to approach the data collected in this study, 
it is first of value to consider the qualitative history of 
each consolidation. In many cases, the available information 
is sketchy, but a feel for the development of consolidations 
can be attained through that which is available. 
NANTUCKET, MAS.SAGHUSETTS. The seafar·ing comrnuni ty of 
Nantucket, Massachusetts was incorporated as a town while un-
der the jurisdiction of New York in 1687, and was ceded to 
Massachusetts Bay in 1692. In 1695, the General Court of 
Massachusetts recognized the island as a distinct county, but 
due to the small population political incumbents were per-
mitted to combine city and county offices. Over the years 
the town and county governments have been integrated in terms 
of personnel and fiscal function by sta.tute.36 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. New Orleans was settled by 
Frenchmen while Louisiana was still a French territory. 
Shortly after the Louisiana Purchase, the city of New Orleans 
was incorporated (in 1805). At the same time, the legislators 
36Massachusetts Legislative ~esearch Council, Voluntary 
Murt~dipal Me~ger Pro~edures, pp. 93-94. 
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of the Louisiana Territory cre~ted parishes ta act as county 
governments, and Orleans Parish was placed under the same 
government as the city·. 37 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. Philadelphia was the next 
city to be consolidated. The Act of Consolidation of 1854 
combined 28 of 29 political subdivisions of Philadelphia 
County into the City and County of Philadelphia. The history 
lists no reasons for the state legislature to create this Act. 
The powers and consolidated departments were eroded away over 
the years by the courts and succeeding state governments. In 
1949, a Home Rule Act was adopted by the state which permitted 
the voters of Philadelphia to reaffirm their faith in their 
consolidated government.38 
NEW JORK CITY_, NEW YORK. New York was in the grip of 
"machine politics" in the 1890s. The population was a di-
verse, low-income mixture of nationalities, and the counties 
contiguous to New York City were incapable of financing facil-
ities needed to perform urban services for the rapidly-grow-
ing neighborhoods. Part of the Bronx had been annexed in 
1874, and the rest was annexed in 1895. The citizens of New 
York City, under the Home Rule Charter of 1894, had voted to 
consolidate with Brooklyn. However, the mayors of New York 
37Rush The City-County co·nsolidated, pp. 83-88. 38aeor~e S. Blair. riAnalyzing Governmental Structure 
in a Metropolitan Area with Particular Reference to the 
Philadelphia Area" in Metronolitan Ana1ysis_ (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 19,8). 
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and Brooklyn could not agree upon a conscilidated charter 
which would satisfy the partisan groups in those cities. In 
May of 1897, a charter was agreed upon, but the effective 
date of the consolidation was postponed indefinitely. In 
1898, the state legislators were pressured by a "machine boss" 
and municipal reformers who wanted Republican dominance in the 
city into enacting consolidation of New York City, Brooklyn, 
Richmond, Kings, and Queens into the city of Greater New 
York.39 
DENVER, COLOR.ADO. After a fai.lure to consolidate with 
Arapahoe County, the city of Denver lobbied through John Rush 
at the Colorado State Legislature for creation of a county es-
pecially for future metropolitan expansion. In 1901, passage 
of ·an amendment to the State Constitution, Article XX, was 
assured which would carve out parts of Arapahoe and Adams 
Counties to form the County of Denver and consolidate it with 
the city of Denver. The amendment took effect in 1902, and 
since that time 170 annexations have added over 90 square 
miles to Denver's total area. 40 
HONOLULU, HAWAII. Following Hawaiits annexation to the 
United States in 1898, no local governments of any kind exis-
ted until 1905. In that year, the County_of Oahu was esta-
blished to govern the entire island of Oahu. The 1907 Terri-
torial Legislature abolished the County of Oahu and created 
39wallace S. Sayre and H. Kaufman. Governing New York 
Citx_ (New York: Russell Sage Poundation, l'§bl). 
40Rush, The City-Count;x Consol1dated, p. 145. Denver 
P1_anning Office, Denver. - 1969 (Denver: City of Denver, 1969). 
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the Ci.ty and County of Honolulu, which encompasses the j_sland. 
The Mayor-Board of Supervisors established in 1907 was final-
ly altered to the Mayor-Council form in 1959.41 
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA. In 1945, Baton Rouge had a 
population of 35,000 within an area of about 5 square miles. 
The last major improvement of public facilities had been 
made in the period 1924-1925. Totally unprepared for the 
post-war growth that hit many of the South's cities, Baton 
Rouge had doubled its population by 1948. The strain was too 
much for the system, and in order to eliminate outmoded 
governmental structures and attain the tax base necessary to 
survive, consolidation was proposed. The vote was a slim 51% 
for consolidation, a margin of only some 300 votes in 13,717 
cast.4 2 
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA. Hampton was one of the 34 indepen-
dent cities in Virginia that had chosen in the 1870s to 
separate from the counties surrounding them. In 1951, the 
city of Newport News had suggested a consolidation of Hampton, 
Newport News, and other surrounding jurisdictions which was 
rejected. At that point, Newport News was threatening to an-
nex the territory surrounding Hampton under Virginia's annex-
ation without representation law. As a consequence, Elizabeth 
4lcity and County of Honolulu, The City and C6unty of 
Hon·olulu (Honolulu: City and County of Honolul~.19 9). -
l:Jzci-cy and Parish of Baton Rouge, Our Gity-Parj_sh Gov-
er·nrrient: A Thumbnail Sketch (Baton Rol;!.ge: City and Parish of' 
Baton Rouge, N. ~a.nd Richard J. Richardson, Orleans Parj_sh 
Offices:· Notes on Ci ty-Pa.ri.sh Consolidation (New Orleans: 
Bureau of Government Research, 1961). 
City County, the town of Pho'ebtis, and the C_ity of Hampton 
voted in 1952 to consolidate,· in order to avoid the higher 
tax rates of Newport News.43. 
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA .. A 1956 referendum sought to 
24 
consolidate Newport News, the consolidated City and County of 
Hampton, and Warwick (incorporated in the referendum of 1952, 
but for all practical purposes - politically, structurally, 
and fiscally - still a county). The referendum resulted in a 
7 to 6 margin of defeat for consolidation, led by Hampton 
voters. In 1957 Newport News and Warwick voted to consoli-
date, effective in 1958.44 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. Nashville, Tennessee was caught 
in the same influx of population following World War II as 
most other United States cities. Many of these immigrants 
settled outside the city limits in Davidson County, thus 
overloading the antiquated facilities of the county. A 1951 
report of the Tennessee Taxation Association recommended com-
plete consolidation of the city and the county.45 A Tennessee 
statute enacted in 1955 permitted annexation without repre-
sentation (no-consent), and a new city per year was incorpor-
ated in Davidson County in the period 1957-1959. In 1958, 
following a fight in the state legislature over an enabling 
4 3navid G. Temple, The' Ti.dew·ater Mergers: The PoTit1cs 
of City-County ConsoTi"dat5_ons in Virginia {Charlottesville: 
U. of Virginia~ 1966). 
4 4·r· b. • -i 14 ? , l ~-~pp. - _ _!_. 
l5Tennessee Taxation Association, Rep·ort o~ §:.Detailed 
Survey of Fi·n·ancial Cor_i.§iti·ons 2.£. Davidson County~ TennessE:e_ 
with Recommendations (1Jashville: Tennessee Taxation Associa-
tion, 1951). 
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act to allow a consolidation vote, such a vote denied Nash-
ville and Davidson Co"unty the· right to consolidate by a 6 to 
5 ratio. 
In 1960, the mayor of Nashville instituted an annexation 
of 42 square miles, containing a population of 80,000 people, 
using the recently-passed no-consent annexation law. Under-
standably, some citizens were upset by this action, and conse-
quently a new movement was begun to consolidate in order to 
oust the mayor and his council. A vote on the issue in 1962 
resulted in a 4 to 3 decision to consolidate. Fifty percent 
more people voted in the 1962 election as had in the 1958 
one.46 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA. Using Virginia's annexation-
without-representation law, Norfolk had, in 1959, annexed 13 
square miles and 38,000 people. Fearful of being cut off 
from all possible expansion, and of being subjected to the 
higher tax rates of larger Norfolk, Virginia Beach voters and 
the voters of Princess Ann County moved to cut off Norfolk's 
expansion by voting in 1963 to consolidate.~7 
CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA. Cut off from expansion into 
Princess Ann County, Norfolk turned to Norfolk County for area 
46James C. Coomer, Nashville-Davidson County: A Study of 
Metro"p.oTitan Government (Nashville: American Political Science 
Associ~tion, 1969). 
7Richard J. Webbon, Letter to Professor Vincent Moran-
do, University of Georgia, dated May 8, 1970, subject: Vir-
ginia Beach's Consolidation and Virginia Metropolitan Areas 
Study Commission, "Governing_ the· ViPgini.a ~1etropoli tan A1"ea~: 
An Asses·sment (Rlchmond: Commonweal th of Virginia, 1967!. 
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1nto which it could grow. The citizens of South Norfolk, not 
wanting to be cut off from room to grow themselves, convinced 
the voters of Norfolk County that tax rates in South Norfolk 
would remain considerably lower than in Norfolk. A 1962 vote 
authorized the consolidation of South Norfolk and Norfolk 
County, which became effective in January of 1963. The new 
city was named Chesapeake.48 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. A 1~56 study explored the possi-
bilities of city-county consolidation in Florida, with parti-
cular reference to Miami and Jacksonville.49 A decline in 
central-city population_ coupled with a corresponding increase 
in population in the suburbs brought financial stress to the 
6ity of Jacksonville in the 1960s. Jacksonville had a mayor-
council/city commission form of government, and publicly 
identified as problems duplication of services and fragmenta-
tion and overlapping of jurisdictions with Duval County. 
Against this background, Jacksonville's schools were disaccre-
dited in 1965, and several government officials were brought 
before a grand jury on charges of corruption in 1966. In 
August, 1967 a referendum to consolidate Jacksonville and Du-
val County resulted in a 54,500 to 29,700 vote to consolidate. 
The new government legally took over in October, 1968.50 
48charter Commission for South Norfolk and Norfolk 
County, A Historic Past: A Prom~sin~ Future (South Norfolk: 
Charte"Y.> Comrnission,1%2.T ~9J. E. Dovell, Ci.ty-County Consolidation: Its Po~sibil.-~ 
ities in Florida (Gainsvllle: University of Florida, 1956). 
5U 11 Day of Reminder, u Jacksonville Journal, Jacksonville·' 
October 1, lgr/o. 
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CARSON CITY NEVADA. The charter of Ca.rs on City, Nevada 
was amended in 1951 to combine the offices of Clerk, Auditor, 
Assessor, District Attorney, and Sheriff with the correspond-
ing offices of Ormsby County. In the period 1964-1968 a 
functional consolidation of most of the other service depart-
ments took place. The city council and the County Commission-
ers of Ormsby County had long been in agreement that total 
consolidatlon was in order for a geographically small, iso1a-
ted area, and would make stretching of available funds possi-
ble. A statewide election (due to provisions of the State of 
Nevada's Constitution) .in 1968 approved the formal consolida-
tion of the two units, and in that year their governments 
were legally combined.51 
INDIAN~POLIS, INDIANA. The consolidation of Indianapo-
lis and Marion County, Indiana is considered to be the work 
of one man - Mayor Richard Lugar. He came to power in 1967, 
the first Republican to hold the mayor's office in many 
decades. Indianapolis had many of the publicly-identified 
ills of other cities - decreasing central city population, ra-
cial tensions, declining purchasing power provided by a rela-
tively static tax base, and inefficiency through duplication 
of services and overlapping of jurisdictions with Marion 
County. Using the power of his office, Mayor Lugar and the 
5lcity of Carson City, Historical Data, Legal Require~ 
ments, ~eason_~ and Effects 9f Cons o1t q_9. ti on of Carson fi tl_ and 
Orms~ 9..2..~~1t:y_ 3-_nt_g_ a Neifi_ ~nti t;'l -· _9_9.--rson City, Nevada (Carson 
City: City of Carson City, N. D.). 
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stro~g Marion County Republican Party convinced the State 
Legislature (also strongly Republican.at the time) that con-
solidation was necessary .for the continued operation of his 
city. The Legislature, which served as a second city council 
for Indianapolis, agreed with Mayor Lugar and approved a con-
solidation bill which was signed in March of 1969. The law 
had an emergency clause which made the consolidation effective 
in January of 1970, and which exempted from the consolidation 
the towns of Speedway, Beach Grove, and Lawrence.5 2 
JUNEAU, ALASKA. Juneau, Alaska would seem to be an un-
likely place to find municipal reformers pushing for consoli-
dation. Founded as a gold-rush center in 1881, the City and 
Borough of Juneau has a population of only 13,000 spread out 
over some 3,000 square miles. Local officials considered it 
too expensive to support two sets of governmental services 
over a tax base of $130 million. Consolidation was approved 
in 1970, and the consolidated unit is considered to be both a 
city and a borough under Alaskan law.53 
COLUMBUS, 9EORGIA. The most recent consolidation has 
been that of Columbus and Muscogee County, Georgia. The 
school administrative services were merged in 1948, followed 
by water, sewer, and airport facilities in the 1950s and 
1960s. A formal consolidation of the two governmental units 
52"Three Mayors Review their Governments,"· Nation's 
Cities, November, 1969, p~. 26-37. "Unigov," H.U-.D.· Challenge 
Magazine, May, 1971, pp. 6-9. 
53state of Alaska, Alaskan Statutes, Title 29; Ch. 85, 
§ 10-210, N. De --- -
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was defeated in 1962.54 Nearly all council members and the 
mayor were ·replaced in 1964, and a study commission was 
authorized by the Georgia General Assembly in 1966 to draw up 
a new consolidation plan. A city-county building complex was 
proposed, to gain economies pf scale in construction and to 
provide more visible access to governmental agencies. 
With local leaders, the news media, and a steering com-
mittee behind the new consolidation attempt, an Enabling Act 
was passed by the Georgia Legislature in 1969. Following a 
highly active campaign to develop a rrgra.ss roots" movement 
for consolidation, a 1970 vote approved consolidation by 
10,000 votes (15,000 votes cast out of a possible 53,000). 
The new charter became effective as of Januery 1, 1971. 
One common thread which runs throughout most of these 
histories is the presence of a critical situation which needs 
to be remedied (a factor which the A.C.I.R. describes as 
favorable to the passage of a consolidation measure--see page 
10). Nantucket, New Orleans, Denver, Honolulu, Carson City, 
and Columbus are the cities which apparently had no such 
situations - those legislatively consolidated, or functional-
ly consolidated prior to the referendum. 
Philadelphia faced the erosion of city powers by the 
state and the courts. New Yo.rk' s political "machine" was at 
odds with Brooklyn's, and negotiatio~s for merger were at a 
54s. J. Makielski, Jr., "City-County Consolidation in 
the U. S.," Universi.ty' of' Vir.ginl~ News Letter (Charlottes-
ville: U. of Virginia, October, 1969). 
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standstill when the legislature was forced to intervene. 
Baton Rouge's service facilities were severely over-
taxed with the influx of the post-World War II population. 
Hampton, Newport News, Vl.rginl.a Beach, and Chesapeake were 
all faced with the involuntary annexation of territory sur-
rounding their boundaries, thus cutting them off from future 
expansion and d1.,awing the county territory into higher tax-
ing areas. 
Nashville's voters reacted to a massive involuntary an-
nexation, and voted for consolidation as an expression of a 
lack of confidence in the city's mayor and council. Jackson-
ville had just faced the disaccreditation of its schools and 
the indictment of several public officials for corruption 
when the referendum took place. 
Indianapolis was controlled by the state legislature, 
as a second city council. It needed the home rule provi-
sions granted to counties in Indiana just to solve its 
everyday problems and to obtain the taxing authority neces-
sary to maintain government services. Juneau simply could 
not afford to support two sets of government, and provide 
the urban services required by the area's citizens, on such 
a small tax base. The solution was either to reduce servi-
ces or to reduce government, and the voters chose the latter 
measure. 
31 
II. THE QUANTITATIVE ASPECT 
There are a total of seventeen city-county consolida-
ted governments in the United States, of which ten were cre-
ated through referenda. Naturally, some differences can be 
expected between legislatively-consolidated units, most of 
which are over 60 years old, and consolidated governments 
chosen by the voters, most of which are less than 20 years 
old. 
To present an overall view of the spectrum of co~soli­
dated governments, tables I and II are constructed to give 
data from a constant time period, 1960-1970. Due to inac-
curacies and a lack of controls on errors and variances, it 
is·unwise to rely on data from time periods prior to 1900. 
Th:J.s precludes comparison of such data as population, popu-
lation changes, population density and other demographic in-
formation in the decades prior to and following the consol-
idations. For example, the populations of Philadelphia and 
New York must have had different education, median age, and 
other demographic characteristics 70 and 100 years ago which 
could have influenced the consolidation issue. 
Potential variables were chosen on the basis of the 
literature and availability of statistical data, to include 
political economic, historic, and demographic aspects. 
Consideration of potential variables was limited to those 
for which data was available for at least two-thirds of the 
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34 
cities. 
As can be seen from Tables I and II, variables under 
consideration include (1) population, (2) density, (3) area, 
(4) population change over the period 1960-1970, (5) median 
age of the population, (6) median education of the popula-
tion, (7) proportion of the population employed, (8) tax 
structure, (9) the general governmental expenses-to-revenues 
ratio, (10) age of the city at the time of change, (11) eco-
nomic function, and (12) governmental structure. 
In addition, the variables include the A.C.I.R. 's pre-
sence of a critical situation which requires remedial action 
(hereafter called an internal crisis), and the presence of a 
"red herring" situation (hereafter called an external cri~.is) 
which arises after the initiation of the consolidation issue 
and. tends to detract from the consolidation issue itself. 
In order to test the possibility that some of these 
variables might be interrelated (for example, the larger the 
population, the greater the density or area, and perhaps the 
older and less well-educated the members of the population), 
the cities were ranked low to high in terms of each of the 
10 rankable variables (numbers 1 through 10), and a Spearman 
Rho55 test applied to the results. Table III, a portion of 
the overall 10-by-10 table, ·shows that the rankings all 
55spearman's Rho = - (6 [ D2 )/(n(n2-l)) where D is 
the d.ifference in ranking .for one city on two variables !J and 
n is the total number· of cities. 
35 
yield Rho in non-significant ranges. The exception was area 
and density (not shown, but with a Rho of -.97). This is, 
of course du0 to the relationship: Density = Population/ 
Area. As a consequence, area was dropped as a potential key 
variable, due to its redundancy. 
TABLE III 
CORRELATION MATRIX - SPEARMAN RHO 
&l 62 6,., &4 05 s6 j 
&l .276 -.610 .341 .055 .357 61 - Age of City 
&2 .225 .632 -.158 .312 or-c. = Population 
b3 .238 -.710 -.457 S3 = Area 
S4 -.304 .101 b Li = Median Age 
05 .405 s5 :::::: Median Edu. 
~6 06 = Expenses/ 
Revenues 
A series of product-moment statistics Crxy) was per-
formed on a random sample of the 45 possible intercorrela-
tions of 10 variables taken two at a time. The rxy did not 
give more than a 5%-10% variance from the Spearman Hho re-
sults in their respective measurements, thereby confirming 
the lack of intercorrelation of these variables. 
As an indication of certain uniformities among consol-
idated units, it should be noted from the preceding tables 
that more than three-fourths of the consolidated governments 
are characterized by the mayor-council form of structure. 
36 
.There are variations to account for school systems, state-
appointed independent departments, and so forth. Figure 2 
illustrates the typical table of organization for consolida-
ted units. Of course, the departmental breakdown is by no 
means meant to be anything more than a generalized represen-
tation, indicative of the typical structure. 
After determining the general size and distribution of 
the consolidated units, a control group was chosen randomly 
within size and distribution parameters to control for those 
variables. The distribution of the control group approxi-
mates the distribution .of the consolidated group, and the 
mean and median populations are equal if New York City's 
population of nearly 8 million is ignored for the purposes 
of establishing those parameters. A chi-squared test of the 
spatial distribution of the consolidated and control groups 
(by region: North, South, Central, and West as established 
by the Census Bureau) accepts the null hypothesis on the .05 
level. Likewise, ignoring New York City's contribution56 to 
the total population of the consolidated group, the popula-
tions of the consolidated and control groups are significant-
ly similar on the .05 level. 
56rt is, of course, dangerous to ignore or deliberate-
ly alter data collected in any study for the purposes of 
"making things come out right". There are, however, no ci-
ties of comparable size to whlch one could pair off New York 
in the United States. As a consequence, some statistics 
performed here are done both with and without New York's in-
fluence. In performing T tests to determine differences in 
distribution means, both population size and population 
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38 
The random control group chosen consists of the follow-
ing cities: Atlanta, Georgia; Birmingham, Alabama; Cleve-
land, Ohio; Dallas, Texas; Des Moines, Iowa; Detroit, Michi-
gan; East Hartford, Connecticut; Greenville, South Carolina; 
Hot Springs, Arkansas; Huntington, West Virginia; Lafayette, 
Louisiana; Lexington, Kentucky; Memphis, Tennessee; Phoenix, 
Arizona; San Jose, California; Tampa, Florj_da; and Union 
City, New Jersey. The same information as found in tables I 
and II were collected from the same sources for this control 
group, and the data is presented in table IV, page 39~ 
The generally-used arguments, both pro and con, are 
presented in table V. The opponents' arguments are used to 
provide the basis for determining the presence of an exter-
nal crisis. Situations with primarily emotional impact 
which arise following the i~itiation of the consolidation 
issue, and which would detract from the rational, logical 
consideration of the strengths and weaknesses of consolida-
tion are then defined to be external crises. 
There is now a basis for comparison of the control and 
the consolidated groups. In the hopes of establishing signi-
ficant differences between the two groups, the various varia-
bles isolated were compared under statistical tests. For 
those variables for which a mean and standard deviation 
increase showed marked differences in the statistic with and 
without New York's influence. Whenever this has been done, 
it is so noted and both cases are presented. 
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could be determined, a T test for significant differences be-
tween the means was used (due to the population size involved, 
the mean can be considered approximately equal to the median 
through the normal distribution characteristics). For those 
variables involving a more qualitativ e aspect, the Chi-
squared test was used. The results of these tests are inclu-
ded in table VI. 
As the table shows, consolidated city-counties have sig-
nificantly higher populations (when New York is included), 
lower population densities, younger populations, a greater 
preponderance of the mayor-council or mayor-commission form 
of government and of finance and public administration as the 
city's major economic function, and greater amounts of rebated 
property taxes than do the cities of the control group. The 
remaining variables did not show significant differences be-
tween the consolidated and control groups. 
The available histories of the control group cities' 
changes (particularly those with mayor-to-manager or commis-
sion types of changes) indicates that the A.C.I.R. 's conclu-
sion that critical situations are related to major changes 
(such as consolidation) is upheld. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SURVEY RESULTS 
I. STATE, CONSOLIDATED, AND CONTROL GROUP RESULTS 
The primary survey of states was .begun in December of 
1970 and concluded in February of 1971 (officials contacted 
and techniques used are discussed on page 17). The design 
of the primary questionnaire was so structured as to deter-
mine (1) where the consolidated units exist; (2) the legal 
requirements in the state legal system for presentation of 
the consolidation question to a referendum; (3) the exis-
tence of potential consolidation attempts; and (4) the pre-
se~ce or absence of approval of the consolidation concept at 
the state level. The results of this primary phase are 
listed in table VII, page 44, and these results are amplified 
upon by Appendix III. 
As an aside to the first question, it should be noted 
that many of the state governments are unaware of functional 
consolidations that may exist within their boundaries. Two 
outstanding examples of this are Oregon and Wisconsin. 
Portland and Multnomah County, Oregon have consolidated 
their data processing departments, health departments, and 
4Ji 
" TABLE VII 
SURVEY·RESULTS - STATES (N=50)* 
RESPONSE: YES NO NO RESPONSE 
QUESTION: 
I. Any city-county 
consolidated units 
in your state? 
II. Is legislation 
.required in your 
state for city- · 
county consolida-
tion? 
III. -Is action currently 
under way to 
create city-county 
consolidated units 
in your state? 
IV. Does your state 
officially favor 
the creation of 
city-county 
consolidated units? 
13-Formal & 
Functional 
5-Functional 
only 
32 
9-Constitution 15 
& Amendments 
11-House·& Sen-
ate Bills 
15-Yes but not 
listed 
6 43 
13 16 
V. Additional comments? 17 33 
i. Legislation 
considered, 
passed, favored (10) 
ii. Not considered, 
passed, favored (4) 
iii.Studies under 
way (3) 
0 
0 
1 
21 
*See Appendix III for listings of states responding positive-
ly to questions I-III. 
their printing operations.57 Milwaukee and Milwaukee County, 
Wisconsin have consolidated their sewer, water, park, and 
air pollution departments.58 Other examples of a negative 
response to question I include Kansas and Washington, both 
states failing to list functional consolidations within 
their boundaries (Dodge City-Ford County's Police Records Di-
vision and Seattle-King County's Health Department). A list-
ing of functionally consolidated city-county units appears 
in table VIII on page 46. 
Responses to the secondary survey (conducted between 
February, 1971 and May, 1971) were arranged on a proportion-
al basis to facilitate testing of differences by chi-squared. 
The control group was narrowed to include only those cities 
which have experienced some change in scope or structure 
since incorporating. The results of this enumeration, de-
signed to test for legal, social, fiscal, and planning vital-
ity and satisfaction in the operation of the changed govern-
ment, are found in table IX on page 47. 
To further test for significant differences between 
the consolidated and control groups, the questions on the 
test instruments were scored and computed on the basis given 
in figure 3, page 48. 
57A. G~ White, Portland-Multnomah County Consolida-
tion - Chances for Success. Portland State University, Un-
published Paper~970:----
58Henry J. Schmandt, Paul G. Steinbicker and George 
D. Wendell, The Milwaukee. Met_£ooolitan St6dy Commission. 
Bloomington, Indi.ana University Press, 19 5. 
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TABLE IX 
SURVEY RESULTS - CONSOLIDA'rED AND CONTROL 
QUESTION CONSOLIDATED* 
I. Legally a city? 
YES 
NO 
II. Social problems 
arisen? · 
YES 
NO 
NO RESPONSE 
III. Had to raise taxes? 
YES 
NO 
NO RESPONSE 
Institute service 
charges? 
YES 
NO 
NO RESPONSE 
IV. Plan more effec-
tively? 
YES 
NO 
NO RESPONSE 
V. Recommend to others? 
*N=l7 
YES 
NO 
NO RESPONSE 
**N=l3 
1.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.94 
0.06 
0.65 
0.35 
o.oo 
0.35 
0.59 
0.06 
0.71 
0.06 
0.23 
0.71 
0.00 
0.29 
CONTROL** X 2 LEVEL 
1.00 
0.00 
Oc46 
0.54 
0.00 
0.92 
0.00 
0.08 
0.62 
0.23 
0.15 
0.70 
0.15 
0:15 
0.38 
0.38 
0.24 
X2= o.oo 
p > .10 
x2= s.98 
p< .01 
x2= 4. ss 
p<' .05 
x2= 3.40 
p < .10 
)(2= 0.63 
p > .10 
X2= 7. 70 
p < .01 
48 
Res2onses 
Aspect Question Yes No Response No 
Legal Municipality legally a 
city? +l 0 -1 
Social Social problems arisen 
since change? -1 0 +l 
Fiscal Had to raise taxes? -1/2 0 +1/2 
Had to institute service 
charges? -1/2 0 +1/2 
Planning Been able to plan more 
effectively? +l 0 -1 
Satis-
faction Recommend to others? +l 0 -1 
_!11igure 3. Scoring chart for comparison of test instruments. 
If a municipality retained its legal status after a 
major change, was able to handle social, fiscal, and planning 
functions well (in the perception of the officials involved), 
and officials were willing to recorn..rnend their form of 
government to others, then these factors were taken to be 
positive. If the opposite held for a factor, then it was 
considered to be negative. Assignment of numerical values 
in this case is of no significance and is adopted merely for 
computational ease, since any numerical values would pre-
serve the relative relationship between the two groups. 
The test instrument score, I, was then computed as:59 
j = 1, 2, ... N (1) 
49 
The means and standard deviations were then cot~uted for each 
group (N=l7 for the consolidated group, N=l3 for the control 
group). The range of possible scores is then -5 to +5. The 
I score for the consolidated group is 3.1 + 1.4 (a range of 
.1.7 to 4.5), and for the control group is 1.2 + 2.2 (a 
range of -1.0 to 3.4). AT test yields a T of 2.79~ showing 
significant differences between the two groups at the .05 
level. 
II. THE FAILURES: A KEY TO UNDERSTANDING 
Since the turn of the century, when machinery was made 
available by state legislatures for referenda on city-county 
consolidation, a total of 28 attempts to consolidate have 
been defeated at the ballot box, with many more tabled and 
filed away in the various stages of the consolidation pro-
cess. Table X lists the consolidation attempts rejected by 
referenda since 1921 (see page 50). It should be noted that 
the first ten rejections occurred prior to the first success-
ful consolidation by referendum in Baton Rouge. Since that 
time, 18 rejections have occurred as opposed to 10 success-
es: a two-to-one ratio. It should also be noted that three 
59In a more sophisticated situation, the factors a1 
would be weighted to give the formula: 
Ij = b: kiai j = 1, 2, ... N 
with a total of m variables and a weight ki assigned to each 
variable a1 on the basis of relative i~portance of the vari-
able. 
TABLE X 
CONSOLIDATIONS REJECTED BY REFERENDA 
CITY 
Oakland 
Butte 
St. Louis 
Portland 
Pittsburgh 
Several ci t:i.es 
Macon 
Cleveland 
Jacksonville 
Miami* 
Newport News** 
Miami 
Nashville** 
Albuquerque 
Knoxville 
Macon 
Durham 
Richmond 
Columbus** 
Memphis 
St. Louis 
Chattanooga 
Tampa 
Athens 
Roanoke 
Winchester 
Charlottesville 
Bristol 
COUNTY 
Alameda 
Silver Bow 
St. Louis 
Multnomah 
Allegheny 
Ravalli 
Bibb 
Cuyahoga 
Duval 
Dade 
Warwick 
Dade 
Davidson 
Bernalillo 
Knox 
Bibb 
Durham 
Henrico 
Muscogee 
Shelby 
St. Louis 
Hamilton 
Hillsborough 
Clarke 
Roanoke 
Frederick 
Albemarle 
Washington 
STATE 
California 
Montana 
Missouri 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Montana 
Georgia 
Ohio 
Florida 
Florida 
Virginia 
Florida 
Tennessee 
New Mex.ice 
Tennessee 
Georgia 
North Carolina 
Virginia 
Georgia 
Tennessee 
Missouri 
Tennessee 
Florida 
Georgia 
Virginia. 
Virginia 
Virginia 
Virginia 
50 
DNI1E 
1921 
:924 
1926 
1927 
1929 
1932 
1933 
1935 
1935 
1948 
1950 
1953 
1958 
1959 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1961 
1962 
1962 
1962 
1964 
1967 
1969 
1969 
1970 
1970 
1970 
* Later successfully formed urban county-federated system~ 
** Later successfully consolidated. 
of the.failures since 1950 have resubmitted the issue to the 
voters and have successfully consolidated, and St. Louis, 
Missouri, Macon, Georgia and Miami, Florida have 211 tried 
twice to consolidate anj were unsuccessful. 
In an attempt to determine why these cities failed to 
51 
consolidate with the counties around them) a final phase of 
the study was undertaken to administer a questionnaire to 
city officials (mayor's office or individual familiar with 
the consolidation attempt) of cities in which a consolidation 
attempt had failed within the last 20 years. This limitation 
was j_mposed to make this sample parallel the sample of success-
ful consolidations submitted to a refe~endum, and included the 
17 defeated attempts since Miami's in 1953. Of the 17 ques-
tionnaires sent out (see Appendix II), only 6 were returned. 
The results of this phase of the survey are found in table XI. 
As can be seen by examining table XI, an attempt was 
made to determine an estimate of the causes of defeat (the 
covering letters directed the questionnaires to individuals 
who were in government or involved in the consolidation 
movement at the time); the types of education programs ad-
ministered; the opposition groups which arose to defeat the 
consolidatlon attempt; and the aspect of consolidation most 
opposed by the voters. 
Certain recurrent themes appear in each consolidation 
defeat: refusal of leaders to back or maintain backing to 
the corisolidation issue; a fear of higher taxes; a fear of 
being lost in a big, unwieldly government; public apathy; 
and in the South a fear on the part of blacks that their vote 
would be diluted in the overall balance of power (as indeed 
happened in Nashville and Jacksonville). 
One other factor appears throughout these failures. 
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In four of the six cas~s examined, opponents of consolidation 
attempted to introduce an external crisis that would detract 
from the issue of consolidation. In Albuquerque, the issue 
of flood control and land use control arose to help defeat 
the consolidation measure - issues that are emotionally im-
portant to the people of the region. --In Memphis, Athens, and 
Chattanooga the race issue (in particular, bussing and the 
mixing of the races) was used to cloud the voters' opinions 
when the time came to vote. In a like manner, the conten-
tion was made in all of these cases that taxes would rise 
rapidly following consolidation, effectively drowning out 
proponents who admitted that taxes would rise, but at a much 
lower rate than the opponents contend~d. It can therefore 
be concluded that such an external crisis constitutes a 
negative influence upon the success of any consolidation 
attempt. 
CHAPTER V 
TOWARD A ~ATHEMATICAL THEORY 
I. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Several variables have been shown to yield significant 
differences between cities that are consolidated with the 
counties surrounding them and cities that have not performed 
such consolidations either through failure or through the 
seeking of alternate solutions to their problems. The city's 
economic function and governmental structure, the median age 
of the city's population, the total population and popula-
tion density, portions of the local tax structure, the pre-
se11ce of an internal crisis that threatens the existence of 
preval.ling order, and the presence (or absence) or external 
crises all seem to enter into the equation which determines 
success or failure for a consolidation attempt. 
The task is then to construct such an equation, taking 
into account a total of n possible variables and the possi-
ble weights assigned to each variable. In a natural sense, 
some factors will carry more weight than others - population 
pressure or willingness to accept change by a younger popu-
lation might outweigh the sophistication (or lack there9f) 
brought about by the types of people living in a city of a 
specific economic· function. To handle this task, a series 
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of definitions must first be introduced. 
Definition 1: Positive variable: a variable which 
adds to, or enhances, the chances for success in a consoli-
dation attempt as measured by its presence in the successful 
consolidation attempts and in being significantly different 
from the control group. Examples of positive variables are: 
size of city, as indicated by population and density; 
economic function; governmental structure of the city; median 
age of the population; the city's tax structure and taxing 
pressure placed upon the individual as indicated by property 
taxes; and the presence of an internal crisis which threatens 
the vitality or order of the city, in which the citizens 
feel that a positive change is necessary to maintain such 
vitality and order. 
Definition 2: Negative variable: a variable which, 
if present, detracts from the consolidation issue through ob·-
scuring facts or arousing emotional side-issues (the 'ired 
herring" technique). If the negative variable is not pre-
sent, then indivldual opinion is expressed through the media 
of letters to the editor, speaking at public forums, and ao 
on and is not suppressed or out-shouted by more militant cp-
ponents. In this manner, 21l_ not det~actlng from the clarity 
of th~ issue, .§:.positive value is inmlied. An example of a 
negative variable is the presence of an external crisisj 
either long-standing (race, bussing, etc.) or artificially 
created (land-use contra: c~ponents, political authorities 
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who stand to be displaced attempting to block a successful 
referendum, etc.). 
Definition 3: Probability measure: an association of 
a variable with a number between and ponsibly including 0 
.and 1, so that if there are n variables in a specific issue 
and n numbers associated on a l-to-1 basis with the varia-
bles, then the sum of all the numbers will lie between and 
possibly including 0 and 1. In mathematical terms, given a 
variable X and a measure p(X) (read "p of X"), then: 
p(X) = y where O~yS.l (2) 
If there are n variables X1, X2 and so on up to Xn which re-
late to the issue, then the sum of the measures associated 
with the variables is: 
= Yi where 
\."""" n 
~ Yi lies between 0 and 1 and 
i=l 
\n 
~ Yi means Yl + Y2 + . . . + Yn 
i=l 
( 3) 
(4) 
De.fini ti on 4: Pro~ab.i1ity of SW?cess: the sum of all 
the probability measures of the positive variables as defined 
in definition 1 (p+) plus the sum of all the probability 
measures of the negative variables as defined in definition 
2 (p-). The probability of success P8 is: 
with, of course, the restriction that 
O~D ~ -• J. 5 ..L 
Definition 5: Weightin_g factor: a constant k1, em-
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pirically determined, associated.with the variable i which 
gives the variable greater) equal, or lesser influence than 
the other variables in determining the probability of sue-
cess in a consolidation attempt. The constants ki are 
strictly between 0 and 1, and the sum of all of the 
ki (i=l,2, ~ .. ,n) is 1: 
\n 
L k1 = 1 
i=l 
Q<ki< 1 
Definition 6: The White Epsilon E; :· for the pur-
(6) 
poses of this study, a variable which approximates the 
Kroneker delta60 which can take on only the values O and 1. 
If Si is the ith variable for the consolidated group, and s~ 
is the ith variable for a test city under study (for example, 
if Si =median age of consolidated group•s population, then 
c'. ~=median age of the test city's population), then ei is 
defined as follows: 
0 if ~~ lies outside the range of 
lli - C1" i to Pi + 0-i 
1 if cS~ lies between the range of 
µi - vi to Jli + Cii 
( 7) 
where Ui is the mean of the ith variable Oi associated with 
· the consolidated group and Cii is one standard deviation of 
n X n matrix. 
60Kroneker delta &. · = J.J 1 if i=j and = 0 if i~j in an 
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the mean ui. 
Using the preceding definitions, the following formu-
lat ions can now be made:· 
p+ = Lm 
i.=l 
ki . Ei ( 8) 
z::n ~· p- = k .. (-1) l. l ' i=m+l (9) 
Equation 9 indicates that if the negative influence is pre-
sent) then a ~ki is contributed, and if the negative influ-
ence is not present, a +ki is contributed. From definition 
4: 
where n is the total number of variables, mis the number of 
positive vc.r,,iables, and (n-m) is the number of negative var-
iables. 
In the absence of a_weighting scale,61 which must be 
empirically determined, the k1 must be taken to be of equal 
weight, so that: 
= kn 
This reduces to: 
k1 = l/n for all i = 1,2, ... ,n 
and equation 10 then becomes: -
. \m 
Ps = ~ 
i=l -n 
61As this process calls for normative judgments by 
qualified personnel, the author respectfully declines to 
attempt to make such judgments. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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As a corollary to equation 13, by observing that the 
probability of an event can be at most 1, then the probabil-
ity of failure can readily be seen to be l - Ps, or: 
Pr = 1 -
--
(14) 
n 
It is now possible to test equation 13 against the em-
pirical data found in tables I, II, and VII. Equating the 
variables listed in definition 1 with p+ and the va~ ·ble 
listed in definition 2 with p-, then n = 8 . In thi.'.. ~-- '3.S e, 
the number of positive variables is 7, and the number of 
negative variables is 1. Applying equation 13 to the data 
collected for the consolidated cities and the defeated con-
solidation attempts, table XII can be constructed and 
analyzed. 
If P8 falls in the range of 0.50 to 0.70, the results 
can be either success or failure. Below 0.50, failure appears 
to be certain (with the exceptions of Nantucket, which was 
legislatively consolidated, and Carson City, which was func-
tionally consolidated). All cities with a Ps above 0.70 
were successfully consolidated. 
Of course, many variables are not considered here. 
Support by the news media, support by leadership,62 the level 
of alienation felt by the voters,63 and the composition and 
62ACIR, Factors Affecting Voter Reaction. 
6 3E. L. McDitl and J • C. Ridley, ''Status, Anomia, Po-
litical Alienation, and Political Participation,'r American 
Journal of' Sociologz_ (September 1962), pp. 205-213. 
TABLE XII 
RESULTS OF APPLICATION OF 
PROBABILITY MEASURE 
Ps 
~~ Ps = L _!:_i 
1=J. n 
+ 
UNSUCCESSFUL 
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SUCCESSFUL 
CITY PROBABILITY CITY PROBABILITY 
(By Referenda) 
Baton Rouge 
Hampton 
Newport News 
Nashville 1962 
Virginia Beach 
Chesapeake 
Jacksonville 
Carson City 
Juneau 
Columbus 
(By Legislature) 
Nantucket 
New Orleans 
Philadelphia 
New York 
Denver 
Honolulu 
Indianapolis 
0.88 
o.88 
1.00 
0.75 
0.75 
0.62 
0.75 
0.38 
0.50 
0.75 
0.38 
o.88 
0.50 
0.50 
0.88 
0.88 
1.00 
(By Referenda) 
Athens, GA 
Chattanooga, TN 
Memphis, TN 
Nashville 1958 
Albuquerque, NM 
Winchester, VA 
0.38 
0.50 
0.50 
0.68 
0.38 
0.25 
predisposition of the charter commissi.on members are just a 
few of the variables that would tak~ several texts to deter-
mine quantitative scales for vali.d insertion into equation 
13. (NOTE: At this point, the reader is advised to refer 
to Appendix VI for definitions used in this section.) 
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Assume that there are n possible variables which could 
affect the success or failure of an attempt of a city and 
county to consolidate .. Also note that each of the variables 
listed in definitions 1 and 2, and those that could possibly 
fit in those definitions, will vary in value over time. In 
order to introduce a short-hand notation, then: 
x1 = x1(t), .. 
. ' Xn = xn(t) (15) 
will mean that the variable Xi(t), i = 1,2, ... , n, varies 
over time t. As what is thought of as the "government of a 
city" develops over time, it describes a "path" in space and 
time which is called its world line. If it takes n indepen-
dent va.riables64 to describe any given point on this path, 
then the path is called a curve in n + 1 - dimensional 
space, and this curve can be written in functional form as: 
= f(x1(t), x2(t), 
\ 
' XnJ 
, Xn(t) 
(16) 
(17) 
where R is the name of the curve representing the world line 
of a particular city, as determined by the n independent 
variables. Here the variables could be manpower r·esource 
level, monetary resource level, legal flexibility, geogra-
phic flexibility, presence of crises, leadership and news 
media activity in governmental processes, and so forth. 
If there are a total of m cities whose world lines are 
under scrutiny, then equation 16 may be written as: 
64see Appendix VI for definitions and theory of mathe-
matical concepts. 
. ,. 
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j = 1, 2, ... ,m (18) 
The number n is taken to be the maximum number of variables 
necessary to describe the curve Rj, even though for a parti-
cular city it may take fewer than n varlables to describe 
its world line (the remaining variables are set equal to 
zero). Since then variables are those which are needed to 
determine the success or failure of a city-county consolida-
tion attempt (or, with an expansion or contraction of n to 
n', any governmental reorganization proposal), then Rj can 
be thought of as some measure of the level of regional 
government in the metropolitan area under consideration. 
Each of the n variables Xi(t} can be thought of as a 
vector (magnitude plus direction - see Appendix VI) at any 
given time t. Each of these vectors is trying to "pull" 
the world li~e Rj in a particular direction, and the resul-
tant of these vectors determines in what direction Rj is 
headed at the time t. Moreover, if the number of dimensions 
required to describe Rj is greater than three, it is impos-
sible to intuitively view what the curve looks like or in 
which d1rection it is headed. It is possible, however, to 
observe what the projection (See appendix VI) of the curve 
Rj looks like in the two-dimensional plane of a piece of 
paper, as shown in figure 4: 
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z 
(A) (B) 
z=F(x,y) Y' 
=f(x) 
-·-> 
_Figure 4. Projection of three-dimensional curve (A) 
into the two-dimensional plane (B). 
Instead' of projecting a three-dimensional curve into a 
two-dimensional one as in figures 4a and 4b, the projection 
process will involve proj~cting an n+l - dimensional curve 
into a two-dimensional one. Then the function Rj, which 
represents the interaction of all n independent variables to 
de~ermine the regional level of urban government, might ap-
pear as in figure 5: 
Time 
Figure ~- Projection of the function R~ into the two-
dimensional plane~ J 
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The time axis t is used to show the relationship of the 
n variables to time, and the origin corresponds to time 
t = O, when the city under study was first incorporated. In 
this manner, it is possible to compare two or more cities on 
the same graph. 
From the very nature and size of metropolitan govern-
ments, it can be intuitively seen that there is a great deal 
of inertia which must be overcome in accomplishing metropol-
itan reorganization. Money must be authorized, studies made 
by committees and accountants, enabling legislation enacted, 
opponents heard from, elections arranged, and so forth. A 
city is trapped at a certain level of organization until a 
set of circumstances arises to jog the city out of one level 
and into another (a drastic change in the resultant of the n 
variables). To the end of describing these levels of or-
ganization, a relationship is postulated between Rj and t 
(level of regional government versus time) that might set 
forth a set of standardized curves representing the levels 
that migJ1t be attained. Figure 6 shows one possible stan-
dardized graph of regional organizational level and t, and 
gives some of the levels L that a city and county can form 
in terms of regional organization: 
Time 
Figure 6. Standardized graph of levels of regional 
organization. 
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where L1 represents no intergovernmental contacts; L2 is 
intergovernmental cooperation (formal or informal); L3 is 
contracting for services; L4 is extraterritoriality; Ls is 
functional consolidation; L6 is the urban county; L1 is par-
tial consolidation; Lg is the level of merger; Lg is the 
level of city-county consolidation; L10 represents the level 
of federation; and the area above 110 is left for future 
city-county regional agreement-types. Of course, other ar-
rangements and numbers of levels are possible. This is 
presented as merely one of a large number of possible 
schemes. Note that 11 pertains not only to the city-annex-
es-parts of the county relationship, but to city-county 
separation as well. A natural restriction to place on the 
width of the bands (levels) is that they be strictly in-
creasing, so that if t2 - t1 is greater than O, then 
W2(L1) - W1(Li) is greater than O, where W is the width 
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function of any level 11. This corresponds to the inertia 
concept - the longer an organization is "set in its ways," 
the harder it is to achieve any degree of change. 
Combining the concepts of figures 5 and 6, figure 7 
represents the world line curves R1 and R2 .for Hampton, Vir-
ginia and Carson City, Nevada respectively: 
t(years) 
Time 
Figure 7. World line curves for Hampton, Virginia and 
Carson City, Nevada. 
It should also be noted that this representation allows for 
cities and counties to be created consolidated, as was the 
case with New Orleans and Honolulu. 
To briefly summarize this section, equation 13 yields 
positive results in relating several variables to determine 
the probability of success or failure in an attempt of a 
city and county to consolidate. Eqtiation 18, along with the 
use of a potential standardized graph, gives a possible 
mathematical/geometric model that, with knowledge of the 
values of the n independent variables involved, could 
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determine the direction that the curve R· of a city's world 
,] 
line is heading. Both models can offer predictive measures 
of success or failure in a consolidation attempt. 
II. A TEST OF THE THEORY 
The city of Portland, Oregon unsuccessfully attempted 
to consolidate by refereridum with Multnomah County in 1927. 
The League of Women Voters lists two other attempts in the 
1930s which did not get as far-as the ballot box.65 
In the late 1950s and through the 1960s, Portland ex-
perienced the same difficulties as most other metropolitan 
areas throughout the nation - racial strife, rising costs of 
government, the declining purchasing power of its revenues, 
and a citizenry whose ability and inclination to subject 
themselves to additional taxation diminished rapidly. It 
was not until 1966 that Multnomah County voted to accept 
home rule,66 which would permit its voters to consider con-
solidation as a solution to metropolitan problems. 
The Oregon State Legislature submitted to a 1968 state-
wide referendum a constitutional amendment permitting the 
formation of city-county consolidated • .l.. UDlvS. The amendment 
was passed by a comfortable margin.67 This amendment, plus 
65League of Women Voters, City-County Consolidatio12, 
p. 3. 
66Multnomah County, Home Rule Charter, Multnomah Coun-
~: Or.~~on_ (Port la.nd, Mu.1 tn.ornah County, 1SQ6) . 
6 Stc-lte of' Oregon, Oregon Blue Book - 197_!-1972 (Salem, 
State of Oregon, 1971). 
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enabling legislation passed in 1971 which created a commis-
sion to draw up a consolidated charter, would permit Multno-
mah County (the smallest county in the state) and Portland 
(the largest city in the state) to vote on acceptance of a 
consolidated city-county charter. 
Portland and Multnomah County have shown a willingness 
in the past to seek economies through consolidation. In the 
1960s, the health departments and the data processing de-
partments of both governments were consolidated into city-
co~nty departments.68 A great deal of cooperative purchas-
ing takes place, and plans are under consideration to con-
solidate portions of the police records division and the 
publi~ works departrnents.69 
Under the assumption that such a charter will be 
available to vote on in November of 1974 (the charte~:· com-
mission is given two years to devise a charter), the follow-
ing data is presented for analysis in equation 13: 
s1 = Economic functj_on = WF El <='. 1/8 = +l;--82 = 
b2 = Population = City 375,000 
City-County 
- 556,000 E2 E0 = +l;-- = 1/8 c.. 8 
s? E~. E-. = Density = City 5600 = +l ;--j = 1/8 
-' 
j 8 City-County - 1220 
68Lybrand, Hoss Brothers, and Montgomery, frog;ram for 
CombiniIJ..g_ EDP Systems (Portland, Lybrand, Ross Brothers, and 
Montgomery~ 1965). 
69"City, County Agencies to Start Consolidation," The 
Oregonian, May 19_, 1971.. 
69 
64 = Mediat1 age of populati.on E4 
- 36.7 E4 = O;tr°- = 0 
= Governmental structure ~ 65 
= Mayor-Council ~5 = +l·_::_j_ = 1/8 , 8 
s6 = Tax structure = No sales, E.5 No income, Rebated .66 = +l;-- = 1/8 
property = 19.5 million 8 
s1 = Presence of an internal crisis = ? 
SB = Presence of an external crisis = ? 
Since there is no way to know what &7 and ~8 will be 
until the time of the referendum, all of the possible com-
binations listed in table XIII must be considered. 
TABLE XIII 
POSSIBLE CRISES OUTCOMES 
Internal Crisis 
YES NO 
~= +l E= 0 
YES 0 -1 (-1t· = -1 External 
Crtsis NO 
(-1 )6 = +l +2 +l 
Considering these possibilities in thei.r fractional forms, 
then Ps for Portland is: 
-1/8 4/8 = 0.50 
0 5/8 = 0.62 
Ps = 5/8 + = 
1/8 6/8 = 0.75 
l 2/8 '7/8 = o.88 ~ 
(' 
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Using the interpretations of the previous section, it 
can be readily seen that if there exists an external crisis 
at the time of the referendum for the consolidated charter, 
which would detract from the consolidation issue, then 
Portland-Multnomah County's chances for consolidation fall 
into the "maybe" range of 0.50 to 0.70. If no external 
crisis arises, then the chances of successful consolidation 
are increased to 0.75 or higher. 
Assuming that these eight variables affect in some 
major way the world line R of Portland, and assuming that no 
major changes occur between the initiation of the Charter 
Commlssion in 1971 and the referendum on the consolidated 
charter in 1974, then a sketch of R would appear as in 
figure 8: 
•t (years) 
Fie;_ure 8. World curve for Por,tland, Oregon. 
As can be seen from the curve R, Portland did not involve 
itself with other governments regionally until it was about 
60 years old, when it started providing services under con-
tract (water, sewage treatment, etc.). At age 110, 
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Portland and Multnomah County consolidated their health de-
partments, and a few years later consolidated their data 
processing units. 
In assessing probabilities, no guarantees can ever be 
made. However, if whatever, groups arise to support the con-
solidation measure in Portland can suppress any external 
crisis that may arise, and point out (or perhaps even cre-
ate the impressl.on of) internal crises, the_ probability of 
success for Portland and Multnomah County in their consolida-
tion attempt would be greatly increase-d. 
If, on the other hand, opposing groups can expose or 
create external crises and minimize internal ones, then the 
probability of success ciould be decreased or at least main-
tained in th~ range where doubt concerning the -outcome is 
strong. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is sometimes as difficult to come to clear, concise 
conclusions about research data as it is to devise clear, 
concise, and testable hypotheses. The boundary between what 
is causal and what is effect can be very indistinct, and it 
can often be impossible to distinguish which is which. 
This ambiguity can sometimes be 1,,educed through r•igor-
ous use of the scientific method and statistical inference. 
The precedj_ng portions of this study have demonstrated the 
use of the scientific method, and have developed the use of 
generally accepted statistical techniques on the gathered 
empirical data. It is now time to examine the hypotheses 
and the data together, in order to draw some conclusions. 
HYPO'I'IIESIS 1. nThere exists significant differences 
of certain variables, to be empirically determined, betweeQ' 
city-county consolidated governments and other metropolitan 
governments which have sought alternative solutions to 
metropolitan problems." Table VI, page 42, lists sj_x varia-
bles which show significant differences between the control 
and consolidated groups. The qualitative description of 
each consolidation (pages 20-29) indicates the presence of 
internal crises which through their critical nature require 
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remedial action (school disaccreditation, scandal among 
public officials, reactions to annexation policies - see 
pages 20 to 30). An analysis of table XI indicates the pre-
sence of external crises in the cases of the consolidation 
fallures (and not evident in the majority of successful 
cases), which detracted from the consolidation issue and con-
fused (and perhaps reduced voter participation in) the reor-
ganization measure under consideration. CONCLUSION: Hypothe-
sis 1 is apparently confirmed. 
The eight variables listed in the analysis of Hypothe-
sis 1 then form the basis for the probabilistic model Ps 
(equation 13). Equation 13 offers a good fit to the data 
for both successes and failures in consolidation referenda. 
As more variables are isolated as being important to the 
consolidation process, the values of P8 should provide a 
more refined forecast for future attempts at consolidation. 
The world line curve Rj offers a model of regional or-
ganization as a function of the variables x1(t), and pro-
vides a visualization of world lines as a projection of n 
variables into the two-dimensional plane. It should be pos-
sible for continued research to expand upon and clarify the 
concept of a city's approach to regional organization as a 
combination of the many variables acting upon and within a 
city government. 
HYPOTHESIS 2. nrrhe vitality. of a municipal corpora-
tion is retained or even strengthened under city-county 
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consolidation." The definition and criteria. for measurement 
of vitality are listed on page 8. 
(A) Certainly, city-county consolidated governments 
must perform all of the functions which the city and county 
did before it: indeed, it performs more functions than did 
either the city or county separately. It performs as a 
municipal corporation in most functions, and as a county for 
areas within itself which voted not to join the consolida-
tion (:for example, Jacksonville and Indianapolis). 
(B) Viewed from the county level, the area, density, 
distrlbution and characteristics of the community's popula-
tion remain basically unaltered, and as a municipal corpora-
tion the consolidated government lessens the contrast be-
tween actual and optimum populations for the efficient and 
economical administration of the functions of (A) through 
elimination of costly duplication cf services. 
(C ). 'rhe area which the municipal corporation embraces 
has in most cases been greatly enlarged, and all consolida-
ted cities have retained the legal status of a city (see 
table IX and appendix III), including annexation powers and 
the ability to initiate future consolidations. Therefore, 
consolidated units are not forever frozen to the boundaries 
established upon consolidation (with t~e exception of such 
island cities as Honolulu and Nantucket), and could at some 
future date choose to continue expansion of city limits. 
·(D) One of the major arguments for consolidation is 
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increased visibility of the segments of government responsi-
ble for various services. The U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture study of Nashville suburbanite voters (see footnote 27, 
page 13) indicated a perception on the part of the voters of 
increased or at least stabilized satisfaction in the manner 
in which the metropolitan government was being run. The re-
sults listed in table IX also lend support to the view that 
consolidated governments can better meet the demands of ur-
banization and needs for more and expanded services. 
(E) Many state programs (and federal programs) base 
decisions about amounts of money to be shared with urban 
areas on population - the greatest .good of the greatest num-
ber. Through consolidation, the population under the juris-
diction of the urban government usually shows a dramatic 
enough increase to warrant increased state and federal aid. 
With an increase in area and taxable property bases, consoli-
dated governments enjoy a greater fiscal capacity in terms 
of the property and economic activities they may tax than 
that cf unconsolidated municipalities. Not one of the con-
solidated cities has had to impose a city income tax since 
those of Philadelphia and New York in the 1950s. Again, ta-
ble IX shows that significantly fewer consolidated cities 
reportedly have had to raise taxes vr impose service charges 
since consolidation than have those citie$ of the control 
groop. CONCLUSION: Hypothesis 2 is apparently confirmed. 
HYPOTHESIS ].. nrn the views cf the involved public 
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officials, certain social control, fiscal, and planning func-
tions are more easily performed under city-county consolida-
ted governments than under metropolitan governments which 
have sought alternative solutions to metropolitan problems. 
Consequently, public officials of consolidated governments 
possess a more positive perception of their ability to deal 
with metropolitan problems than do pub~ic officials of metro-
politan governments which have sought alternative solutions 
to metropolitan problems." 
With respect to the functions listed in the first part 
of the hypothesis, thB social control and fiscal functions 
(as they relate to the individual citizen) appear to be sig-
nificantly more easily performed under the consolidated gov-
ernments, in the views of the invoJ.ved officials. On the 
other hand, no significant difference appears with respect to 
the planning function. Table IX and appendices IV and V 
enumerate the perceptual differences between public officials 
of consolidated governments and public officials of other 
metropolitan governments. 
As for the second part of the hypothesis, this is in-
dicated both by the responses to the function-performance 
questi6ns and by the willingness of the public officials to 
make reconunendations about their form of government to other 
metropolitan governments. Of those officials of consolida-
ted governments willing to make such a recommendation (12 of 
17), all would recommend city-county consolidation with 
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varying degrees of enthusiasm and qualifications. 
On the other hand, of those public officials in the 
control group cities, 6 of the 11 responding to the question 
were wj_lling to recommend their form of metropolitan reorgan-
ization and 5 were willing to reeorrunend against adoption of 
their form of metropolitan reorganization. If what these 
public officials are willing to put in w1~i ting is any re-
flection of the reality of the situation, then consolidated 
government officials as a whole do possess a more positive 
perception of their abilities to handle metropolitan problems 
than do public officials in the control group cities. CON-
CLUSION: Hypothesis 3 appears to be confirmed, with the ex-
ception that no significant difference appears between the 
two grcups with respect to the planning function. 
There is a question which naturally arises at this 
point: What do these conclusions mean? First of all, some 
citles are riper for city-county consolidation than others, 
depending on the city's governmental structure, the city's 
economic function, and several other factors. 
Second, the consolidated city-county is able to meet 
administrative and fiscal demands (as reflected by the city's 
revenue collections from its citizens) imposed upon it by 
its citizenry. In addition, it does so without the costly 
duplication and overlapping of departments most often found 
between cities and their adjacent counties. 
Third, in the opinion of public officials, control of 
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economic-social problems fac:i.ng cities is more easily imple-
mented under the expanded resources of the consolidated 
governments than under governments which have been reorgan-
ized in different manners. Additionally, there appears to 
be some greater degree of internal satisfaction with their 
governmental form on the part of those officials of consoli-
dated units as opposed to officials of other metropolitan 
governments. 
Finally, through the use of concepts from probability 
and mathematics, and based on the data collected and analyzed 
in this study, a predictive theory can be devised to account 
for past consolidation successes and failures as well as of-
fering projected estimates for success in future consolida-
tion attempts. As an application of this theory, the analy-
sis of the up-coming consolidation attempt in Portland and 
Multnomah County, Oregon rates the chances for success as 
fair to good, depending on the actions of key pro and con 
groups over the next two years. 
Before concluding, it is perhaps useful to look at a 
representative image of the city-county consolidated unit -
a median of the seventeen cities that have approached their 
metropolitan problems with the tool of a consolidated govern-
ment. The city is for the most part ln a single county. It 
has been 20 to 160 years since it incorporated as a city. 
It has a young population (median age between 25 and 30), 
whose education level is 10.5 years and whose employment 
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level is between 35 and 40% of the overall population. The 
city as a whole stood to gain 40 to 50% in total population 
at the time of consolidation. 
Politically, the former city had (and has retained) 
the mayor-council structure of government, and consolidation 
took place through a referendum. There will be no indepen-
dent cities within the city-county's boundaries, but there 
will be one or perhaps two independent departments remaining 
as leftovers from the old governments - usually some part of 
the criminal justice system. There will have been some in-
ternal crisis at the time of consolidation which the positive 
vote resolved (or appeared to resolve), and there were no ex-
ternal crises which arose to detract from the consolidation 
issue (or if there were, they were successfully resolved or 
suppressed). 
Fiscally, the city will have no city income tax, and 
the property tax will be about $200 lower on a $25,000 home 
than the national average.70 As in most American cities, 
general local governmental expenses will exceed general local 
governmental revenues. As its major economic function, the 
city will be either a finance center or a public administra-
tion center. 
Of those groups supporting the consolidation issue, 
the most prominent will be the League of Women Voters, local 
70''Rising Taxes on Homes, and the Search for the Way 
Out," U. S. News and ~orld R~?rt, July 12, 1971, pp. 71-73. 
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chambers of commerce, local "cosmopolitan" .newspapers, and 
some city and county officials. Opponents will include 
smaller cities in the county to be consolidated, local "home-
town" newspapers, rich suburbanites, farm bureaus and gran-
ges, and racial groups f~aring a dilution of voting power. 
What is needed now is more research into the quantifi-
cation of heretofore qualitative variables. It is not pro-
posed that such things a~ human emotions, ideals, or aspira-
tions can ever be scaled from one to ten and be totally de-
personalized for.computer processing. However, if urban 
governments are to sur,vi ve, then~ the scientists who study 
these governments need to acquire all available data which 
could pertain to planning for needed-~ changes, planning to 
rectify social.ills, and planning to chart the courses or 
world lines through the future. If it can be agreed upon at 
the national, state and local. levels that the survival of 
the cities is desirable, then it is time for such research 
to begin. 
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TERM 
Ci~y-County 
oeparation 
APPFJ~DIX I 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
DEFINITION 
The withdrawl of a municipal corporation from 
the county surrounding it~ The municipality 
in effect beco~es its own county. The 
former county looses all jurisdiction within 
the city limits - the regional boundaries are 
the city limits. 
EX.AMPLE: St. Louis,· Missouri (1876); the 
"independent cities" of Virginia, circa 1870. 
CQnsolidatj.Qll. The complete dissolution of· two or m::ire gov-
ernmental units to form a new, distinct gov-
ernmental unit wl.th jurisdiction over the 
former territory, and with responsibility for 
performing the fo:rmer functions, of the dis-
solved units. 
A. Citx_-ci t,x The consolidation of two or more ci tJ.es to 
form a single municipal corporation. 
EXAMPLE: Oceanlake-Taft-Delake into Lincoln 
City, Oregon (1964). 
B. City-
_,.,._ The consolidation of" a county with some or 
county 
all of the mun.icipal.i tles wi.thin it. 
1.08 
EXAMPLE: Nashville-Davidson County, Tennes-
see (1962)0 
C. ~"unctional The consolidation of departments or service 
units between governmental bodies without the 
surrender of separate identities on the part 
of either governing body. 
D. Partial 
Council of 
Government (]:6G) -
EXAMPLE: Seattle-King County, Washington's 
City-County Health Department. 
The consolidation of part of one governmental 
unit with another whole or partial unit, or 
city-city or city-county consolidation which 
retains several major functions or some ter-
ritory under portions of one of the former 
municipalities or the county. 
EXAMPLES: B.1ston-Suffolk County, Massachu-
setts (1821); San Francisco-San Francisco 
County) California (1856). 
"A multijurisdictional organization which 
involves more than one local government and 
encompasses a portion of a state or portions 
of contiguous states. It's prime purpose is 
increasing cooperation among local govern-
ments in meeting mutual challenges and 
problems in the area=" - Massachusetts Legis-
lative Research Council, Report Relative to 
Re_gional Q1ct.ernmeni (Boston, Wright and 
.Ez...~..r..­
ritorial f o~re r-s· --
Federatj...Qn 
Intergovern-
mental 
Co'Operatlon 
Potter Printing Co.·, 1970) 7 pp. 44-45. 
EXAMPLE: Portland, Oregon's four-county 
Columbia Region of Governments (CRAG) • 
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Those powers which a municipal corporation 
may ex~rcise outside its corporate boundarie~ 
as provided by regulation or by actual 
extension of a service function. 
EXAMPLE: Elkhorn and Walworth County, Wiscon-
sin - city has control over zoning for five 
miles outside its boundary within the county. 
A two-tiered approach accomplished by 
establishing one level of' government f'or the 
entire region and retaining the local munici-
palities to cope with local functions and to 
maintain visibility and accessibility. Very 
similar to the urban 1'.!ounty approach. 
EXAMPLE: Metro Toronto, Canada. 
A formal or informal cooperative agreement 
between two or more governmental units to aid 
one another, contract with one another, or 
transfer functions among one another to 
provide service on a regional basis. 
A. Functional The transfer of responsibility for perform-
Transfer 
ance of some service from one municipal 
corporation to some other unit of government. 
EX.AMPLE: Maintenance of urban freeways/toll 
B. 11 Lakewood 
Plani1 
Service 
I)istrlcts 
.A. Special 
B. Metropgl-
1 tan 
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roads in New York City by the Port Authority 
of New York. 
Perforl!lance of all major functions by a 
county for a municipality by contract. 
EXAMPLE: Lakewood and Los Angeles County, 
California. 
The absorption of one governmental unit by 
another, whereby the identity of the former 
is destroyed, and that of the latter is 
potentially strengthened politically and 
economically through the broadening of its 
economic and political bases. 
EXAMPLE: The merger of Lauralhurst and 
Portland, Oregon. 
A limited-purpose, independent unit of 
government organized, usually by state law 
and without popular consent, to perform one 
(or a very few) functlon(s) throughout a 
portion of a metropolitan region. 
EXAMPLE: Metropolitan Sewer District (par-
tial) of Boston, Massachusetts. 
A special authority established to perform a 
number of services throughout a metropolitan 
region. 
EXAMPLE: Metropol1.tan Service District of 
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Portland, Oregon. 
The strengthening o~ the county as a regional 
government, so that it provides urban-type 
services throughout ~he county in the same 
manner that a municipality might. Political 
subdivisions of the county retain their 
identities, but many services may be surren-
dered t,0 the county by them. The county may 
set some county-wide. standards as j.t sees 
fit, such as building, plumbing, and 
electrical codes. 
EXAMPLE: Metropolitan Dade County (Miami), 
Florida. 
APPENDIX II 
TEST INSTRUMENTS 
Reproduced. on the following page,s are the question-
naires used in the survey portion of this study. The state 
questionnaire is on page 113; the question..."laire to the 
consolidated cities i.s on page 114; the questionnaire to 
th.e control group is on page 115; and the questionnaire to 
the group of consolidation failures is on page 116. 
·Each questionnaire was directed to either the mayor 1 s 
office or an office or individual identified in the litera-
ture (or in a previous ·portion of the survey process) as 
a focal point i~ reorganization efforts. 
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STATE INDIVIDUAL RESPONDING 
DATE TITLE OF INDIVIDUAL 
-------------
1. Does your state have any city-county consolidated/merged 
units? NO YES __ _ 
IF YES: A. Are they functional (sHrvice/departmental)_ 
or formal (governmental) .. ? 
B. w'h.at is the major city involved? 
What is the county involved? 
2. Is state legislation required in your state for city-
county consolidation? NO ____ _ 
IF YES: What is the major statute? 
YES __ 
3. Do any cities in your state have firm plans or commit-
ments fpr city-county consolidation? NO 
17ES=--
IF YES: Major City? (1) -----
County? ( 1) 
(2) 
(2) 
4. Do~s your state o~ficially favor such consolidations? 
NO 
YES--
5. Any additional comments on local government consolidation' 
reorganization? 
INDIVIDUAL RESPONDING 
TITLE OF INDIVIDUAL 
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CITY 
DATE 
-------
---------------------
YEAH OF CONSOLIDATION. 1970 POPULATION -------
1970 LAND AREA 1 970 ASSESSED VALUE ----
Is your consolidation FUNCTIONAL (service/departmental) __ _ 
or FORMAL (governmental) .? 
1. What were your reasons for consolidating? 
2. Are you legally considered (A) a city ____ or (B) an 
urban county ? 
3. Have problems of a social nature (welfAre, race, etc.) 
arisen since or as a result of your consolidation? NO_ 
YES_ 
IF YES: Please describe: 
4. Have you had to (A) raise taxes (NO YES ) or (B) 
institute service charges (NO __ YES ) since 
consolidating? 
IF YES: Please describe how much or en which services: 
5. Do you feel that you have been able to plan more effec-
tively since consolidating? NO 
YES 
How so or why not? 
6. What advice would you give to other city/county govern-
ments concerning consolidation? 
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CITY INDIVIDUAL RESPONDING 
DATE --- TITLE OF INDIVIDUAI.J 
------
1970: POPULATION AREA ASSESSED VALUE 
------------- -------- --
1. Has your city's governmental structure or scope ever been 
greatly altered {nreformed") since it was incorporated? 
NO 
YES-
IF YES: A. What form did the alteration take (mayor-tO----
manager; consolidation; reorganization of 
departments, etc.)? 
B. When did it take place? 
C. Have social problems (welfare, race, etc.) 
arisen since or as a result of that last 
alteration? NO 
YES-= 
IF YES: Please describe: 
D. Have you had to (A) raise taxes (NO_YES_) 
or (B) institute service charges (NO ___ YES ____ ) 
since that last alteration? 
IF YES: Please describe how much or on which 
services: 
E. Do you feel that you have been able to plan 
more effectively since that last alteration? 
NO 
YES== 
How so or why not? 
F. What advice would you give to other cities 
about this form of reorganization? 
2. Are ';good governmentn or other groups contemplating or 
lobbyi.ng for changes in your city's government structure? 
IF YES~ What kind of changes? 
When would these changes become effective? 
NO 
YES-
3. Any comments on government r·eorganization in cities in 
the United States? 
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CITY INDIVIDUAL RESPONDING ----------------
DATE TITLE Olt~ INDIVIDUAL ---------
-----·----
DATE CONSOLID.ATICN DEFEA~ED _) ______ T_O (AG.AINST) 
MARGIN OF DEFEAT: CITY \FOR A 
COUNTY (FOR) TO (AGAINST) 
1. What is your estimate of the cause(s) of failure to 
consolidate? 
2. What ktnds of groups arose in opposition to the consol-
. idation? 
3. What kind of education program was performed to aquaint 
the voters with the consolidation issue? 
4. What was most objected to? 
Big Govern~ent Consolidation concept 
Higher taxes 
Loss of local governmental jobs 
Reduction of local participation ____ _ 
Other: -
5. Have other types of reorganization taken place in your 
city since the consolidation defeat? 
6. Are there or have there been any attempts to resubmit the 
consolidation proposal to the voters? 
APPENDIX III 
RESULTS OF STATE SURVEY 
QUESTIONS 1 - 3 
1. Consolidated units in your state? 
YES (Functional and Formal): 
Alaska 
Colorado 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Indiana 
Louisiana 
Massachusetts 
Nevada 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Tennessee 
Vtrginia 
YES (Functional Only): 
Arkansas 
Idaho 
Nebraska 
South Dakota 
Utah 
2. Legislation required in your state for consolidation? 
YES (Constitution plus Amendments): 
Arkansas 
Colorado 
Georgia 
Hawaii Pennsylvania 
New York Virginia 
Oregon Washington 
YES (House, Senate, Joint Bills): 
Alaska 
Florida 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Michigan 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Vermont 
YES (None Available or No Response): 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Delaware 
Idaho 
Indlana 
Kansas 
Massachusetts 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Montana 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
North Carolina 
South Carollna 
Wyoming 
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3. Actions currently, under way to create consolidated units? 
YES: Alaska North Carolina 
Georgia South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Virginia 
APPENDIX IV 
RESULTS OF CONSOLIDATED GROUP SURVEY 
1. Major-reesons for consolidating? See text. 
2. Consolidated unit legally a city? YES for all 17. 
3. Social problems arisen? 
YES: 0 NO: 16 NO RESPON_SE: New Orleans 
4. Had to raise taxes? 
YES: Nantucket 
Nashville 
Chesapeake 
Hampton 
·Denver 
Honolulu 
New Orleans 
New York 
Virginia Beach 
Newport News 
Philadelphia 
NO: Carson City 
Columbus 
Juneau 
Indianapolis 
Baton Rouge 
Jacksonvllle 
Had to institute service charges? 
'Y""ES: Denver 
New York 
New Orleans 
Jacksonville 
Indianapolis 
Virglnia Beach 
NO RESPONSE: Philadelphia 
NO: Carson City 
Nantucket 
Columbus 
Juneau 
Hampton 
Honolulu 
5. Been able to plan more effectively? 
Nashville 
Newport News 
Chesapeake 
Baton Rouge 
YEB: Denver 
Hampton 
Jlineau 
Columbus 
Honolulu 
Nashville 
Carson City 
Virginia Beach 
Newport News 
Indianapolis 
Jacksonville 
Philadelphj.a 
NO: Baton Rouge 
MO RESPONSE: Nantucket New Orleans 
Chesapeake New York 
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6. Advice to other governments on consolidation? 
"(Consolidated government) is more economical because it 
elim:tnates duplication of government and services • 11 -
Honolulu. 
"In some cases, city-county consolidatj_on may be the 
answer to many problems." - Philadelphia. 
"This system has worked very vmll for Denver. 11 - Denver. 
-
11 Efforts to consolidate must take cognizance of political 
as well as internal governmental factors and problems. 11 -
Indianapolis to 
"A great deal to offer, but not necessarily to all~" -
Carson City. 
"For those contemplating it: be bold and do it." - Juneau. 
"Proceed f.' 1 - Baton Rouge. 
APPENDIX V 
RESULTS OF CONTROL GROUP SURVEY 
1. Governmental structure ever been greatly altered? 
YES: 13 NO: Lexington 
Atlanta 
Hot Springs 
Tampa 
(Question 2): Contemplating changes? 
YES: Tampa - consolidation 
with Hillsborough Co. 
NO: IJexington 
Atlanta 
Hot Springs 
IF YES: A. What form has the alteration taken? (N = 13) 
Mayor to manager: Des Moines 
Huntlngton 
Greenville 
Dallas 
Cleveland. (back 
to mayor) 
Weak manager/strong mayor to strong manager/ 
weak mayor: Phoenix 
Weak mayor to strong mayor: East Hartford 
Commission to mayor-council: Birmingham 
Memphis 
Mayor-alderman to commission~ Lafayette 
Ward system to council-at-large: Detroit 
Charter revision, strengthened manager: 
San Jose 
Consolidation with another city: Union City 
B. Social problems arisen? 
YES: Phoenix 
Memphis 
Detroit 
Dallas 
Cleveland 
Huntington 
( 1 • ) (B.) NO: East Hartford 
Birmingham 
Greenville 
Des Moines 
San ,Jose 
Lafayette 
Union City 
C. Had to raise taxes? 
YES: Huntington 
Birmingham 
Greenville 
Union City 
Lafayette 
Phoenix 
Memphis 
Detroit 
Dallas 
Cleveland 
San Jose 
East Hartford 
NO: 0 NO RESPONSE: Des Moines 
Had to institute service charges? 
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YES: Greenville 
Huntington 
Union City 
, Des Moines 
Lafayette 
Memphis 
Cleveland 
San Jose 
NO: Dallas 
Phoenix 
Birmingham 
NO RESPONSE: Detroit 
East Hartford 
D. Been able to plan more effectively? 
YES: Birmingham 
Greenville 
Huntington 
Des Moines 
Laf"ayette 
NO: Union City 
San Jose 
Dallas 
Memphis 
Phoenix 
East Hartford 
NO RESPONSE: Cleveland 
Detroit 
E. Advice to other governments on this form of 
1•eorganizati on"? 
WOULD RECOMMF~D: Greenville Des Moines 
Huntington East Hartford 
Birmingham 
RECOMMEND AGAINST: San Jose Union City 
Lafayette Phoenix 
Cleveland 
NO RESPONSE: Dallas 
Detroit 
Memphis 
2. Contemplating changes? 
YES: Cleveland - urban county 
Des Moines - to commission structure 
Union City - service/departmental consolidation 
Birmingham - city-county consolidation 
Memph~s - city-county consolidation 
Lafayette - commission to strong mayor 
Greenville - reg1onal government 
Detroit - charter revision 
San Jose - charter revision 
Dallas - yes, but no response as to type 
NO: East Hartford 
Phoenix 
Huntington 
3. Any recommendations/comments? 
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11 Change for change's sake alone is not good practice." -
Dallas 
0 Need reversal in trend of tax dollars going to the 
federal government .. " - Huntington 
"Local governments must gravitate towards metropolitan 
and area-·wide approaches to solving mutual problems. tt -
East Hartford 
"Consolidation would help lower the costs of providing 
services,," - Union Ci.ty 
0 Some cities have apparently failed to prevent physical 
and social decay under the present system of regulations 
an~ controls - they may have to surrender home rule for 
more control from the federal government." - Cleveland 
APPENDIX VI 
BACKGROUND MATHEMATICS 
This appendix 11.sts, in simple mathematical terms, 
several definitions which are necessary for a fuller under-
standing of the terminology used in the section on mathe-
matical models. More rigorous definitions can be found 
(if references are not·given) in most standard freshman and 
sophomore mathematics texts. 
Definition 1: Variable - a symbol which can take on 
varying values, numerical or otherwise. 
Defini.tion 2.: 12.§pendent variable - a variable that 
depends on the value of another variable for its value. 
Definition 3: ):ndependent variable - a variable which 
does not depend on another variable for its value. 
Definition lt-: Functi.on - a relationshlp between a 
dependent variable and one or more independent variables 
~uch that, as the independent variable(s) take(s) on differ-
ent values (xp~ Xj if i .~ j) , then th.ere is one and only one 
value of the dependent variable determined. The notation is 
y = f(x) 
read as "Y equals a function of x". Here y i.s the dependent 
variable and x is the independent variable. Some examples 
of functions are: 
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(a) y = f(x) = 3x - 7 
(b) z = f(x,y) .... x2 - 2xy + 3 
(c) R = f(x1, x2 , • j . ' xn) 
-9xJ = 3Xl + X2 - X + • . . 
In example (a) , there is one independent \a ria ble, x. In 
example (b), both x and y are independent variables. In 
example (c), there are n independent variables which 
determine the value of the dependent variable, R. 
Deflnition 5: Curve - if it is agreed that a "flat" 
surface is a plane, then a curve is the intersection (pas-
sing through of) any surface with a plane. Examples: a 
line is the intersec.tion of two planes; a parabola is the 
intersection of a plane and a portion of a cone; a circle 
is the intersection of a plane with another portion of a 
cone (a cross-section). 
Definition 6: Dimension - an extension into one 
direction of space. As represented in a function, the total 
number of dependent and independent variables. In defini-
tion 4, example (a) is two-dimensional; example (b) is 
three-dimensional; and example (c) is n + 1-dimensional. 
Definition 7: Q..ranb - a point-by-point description of 
a curve in space. In two-dimensional space, consider two 
lines intersecting in a point, at right angles to one 
another (for ease of computation). Isolate an arhitrary 
point from the intersection, and that point-will be associ-
ated with the number 1 (and the point of intersection with 
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the number O). The segment of line from Oto 1 is then the 
unit segment, and all other numbers of the real number 
system can be associated with points along both lines~. By 
calling one line the x-axis, and the other the y-axis, then 
any point in this space can be described by an ordered pair 
(x,y). Each point of a curve in this two-dimensional space 
is then described point-by-point in terms of x and y, and 
a function devised to describe the relationship between the 
two. Thus these two lines marked off with the real numbers, 
and the collection of all the points (x,y) associated with. 
the points on the curve, are together called the graph of the 
curve. Th~s process can be generalized to n dimensions, 
where each point is described by an n-tuple (x1, x2 ,. • r;' xt1). 
Definition 8: Vector - a directed portion of a line, 
..... .... 
AB,, where the ttmagni tude" of AB is the length of the segment 
-and the direction of AB is the direction from the base A to 
the head B, with respect to some set of x and y axes. The 
notation for vectors from directed line segments is 
.... &'6 
AB = v 
If the length of i is to be determined (as well as its 
direction), then a coordinate system (x and y axes) must 
~ 
exist in which the line of which AB is a segment of is a 
curve - its graph must exist. If the vector v is thought of 
as having its base .A at the intersection of the x and y axes, 
then the head B can be described by the n-tupl.e of numbers 
fixi.ng the point B in space e 
12? 
Definj.tion 9: P1:,.Q..:i..§iction .,.. (see H.Pe Manning's Geometry 
of Four Dim~ (New York, Dover Publications, 1914)) the 
construction of a perpendicular (line at a right angle) from 
an n-dimensional point p to a plane of n - 1 or fewer 
dimensions. The projection of a curve involves the 
projection of each point of the curve into such a plane. If 
z = f(x,y) then the projection of the curve z into the x-y 
plane is y = F(x), where the function f is projected into 
the function F coordinate-by-coordinate. 
Definition 10: Worl~ Line - the set of all points which 
offer a description of ~ body or object in the universe of 
n dimensions through time. Herman Minkowski, a nineteenth 
century geometer, determined the four-dimensional world line 
of physical objects to be a continuous curve in four-dimen-
sitinal space (length, width, breadth, and time) consisting of 
the coordinates that those objects had ever occupied (see 
Albert. Einstein's Relati vi t_y: The fu-""1.§cial and General 
Theories (New York, Crown Publishers, 1961), pp. 121ff~ and 
Maurice Duquesne' s Ma~ter _gnd :;~!.t . .imattel: (New York, Collier 
Books, 1962), pp. 27ff.)e 
